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R Alexander, Lloyd. The Book of Three. Holt, 1964. 217p. Trade ed. $3.75;
6-8 Library ed. $3.45 net.
A long, complicated, imaginative, and very funny adventure tale set in an imaginary
kingdom; nicely conceived and written in the genre of the folk legend, this is the story
of a young Welsh hero. Taran is an Assistant-Keeper of a porcine oracle; he goes
forth with Gwydion, a great warrior, to best the evil Horned King. He acquires as
companions a beautiful young princess, a boastful minstrel, a toadying Creature, and
one of the Little People from the world below ground. The writing is sophisticated
and the body of lore and legend is complicated, but the originality of the idea and the
humor of the dialogue should more than balance these mild drawbacks in appealing
to readers.
Ad Allan, Mabel Esther. Mystery on the Fourteenth Floor; illus. by Shirley Hughes.
7-9 Criterion Books, 1965. 186p. $3.50.
Fiona, eighteen, sails from England to New York; nervous about living with the father
she hasn't seen for some years, she is shattered when he doesn't meet her at the
pier. He is not in his apartment, and none of his acquaintances know where he is.
Fiona makes a few friends and begins to feel more at ease although she is very wor-
ried about her father. She becomes more and more convinced the two men on the floor
above are criminals and that they are responsible for her father's absence; she finds
that the men are indeed spies and that she is in danger. Father's absence is, however,
only a coincidence, since he turns up in a hospital as an accident victim. Although the
plot has heavy elements of coincidence and of contrivance, the writing style is good
and the reaction of a young English girl to New York is mildly interesting.
R Andersen, Hans Christian. The Nightingale; tr. by Eva Le Gallienne; designed
4-6 and illus. by Nancy Ekholm Burkert. Harper, 1965. 33p. Trade ed. $3.95;
Library ed. $3.99 net.
A very attractive edition of an old favorite; oversize pages have large print and are
embellished by marginal decorations. The double-page spreads in full color are ex-
quisite in themselves and exquisitely suited to the Chinese fairy tale. The translation
by Miss Le Gallienne differs little from older versions; some of the words or phrases
are varied, but the style and the prose flow are substantially in accord with versions
in standard collections.
R Belting, Natalia Maree. Calendar Moon; illus. by Bernarda Bryson. Holt, 1964.
5-8 58p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A distinctive book, strikingly illustrated, in which the text comprises folk lore and
myth from widely varied peoples. The selections move through the calendar year,
from the January "moon-when-man-answers-a-summons" of the Baronga of Southeast
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Africa to the December "moon-of-Yul" legend of the Lapps. The lyric style is de-
lightful and appropriate; the book is a good choice for reading aloud to younger chil-
dren.
M Blish, James. Mission to the Heart Stars. Putnam, 1965. 158p. $3.75.
8-12
A sequel to The Star Dwellers, in which Space Cadet Jack Loftus successfully con-
tacted other life-forms in the interplanetary future. Now Jack and his friends go on
another mission; this time they are attempting to convince the Heart Stars, rulers
of a space federation, that the probationary period of Earth be shortened. They find
odd cultures at their assorted stops, and are almost captured by the hostile Hegemony
of Malis, only to be rescued at the crucial moment by one of their old friends, an
Angel-Angels being balls of self-contained electromagnetic fields of great age and
infinite intelligence. The scientific aspect of this science fiction novel is interesting,
but the plot seems attenuated and the writing style often plods, especially when long,
scientific explanations are introduced as conversation.
R Bonsall, Crosby Newell. The Case of the Cat's Meow. Harper, 1965. 64p.
2-3 illus. (I Can Read Books). Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
An engaging humorous story for the beginning reader, attractively illustrated and
suitable for reading aloud to younger children. A very small boy insists to three
slightly older boys that his cat Mildred is precious and that somebody will want to
steal her. They jeer at Snitch but join in the hunt when Mildred mysteriously disap-
pears; they share the wealth (kittens) when Mildred is found. The illustrations show
boys of assorted sizes, shapes, and colors; the dialogue is really childlike, and
Snitch's devotion to his perfectly ordinary cat is captivating.
Ad Brenner, Barbara. Beef Stew; illus. by John E. Johnson. Knopf, 1965. 28p.
2-3 $3.25.
Nicky asks his mother if he may bring somebody home for dinner; he knows they'll
be having beef stew. His best friend has to go to the dentist; another friend doesn't
like beef stew. The school librarian regretfully says she has to make dinner for her
husband, etcetera; then the postman gives Nicky a card, Nicky runs to the station to
meet the sender, and he has a guest for the beef stew dinner-his grandmother. The
illustrations are very attractive indeed, the story is pleasantly realistic if unevent-
ful, and the book should be useful as supplementary material for a curricular unit
on community life.
R Chase, Alice Elizabeth. Famous Artists of the Past; with 177 reproductions,
6-10 including 44 in full color. Platt and Munk, 1964. 120p. $5.95.
A very good sampling of the works of some two dozen great artists; of 177 reproduc-
tions, 44 are in full color of excellent quality. The page or two of text for each artist
discusses a bit about the man himself, something about his distinctive qualities as an
artist, and some analysis, for most pictures, of the selections in the book. The ar-
rangement.is random, neither alphabetical nor chronological; however, the alphabeti-
cal index compensates for this and gives, in listing the works reproduced in the book,
starred citations of reproductions in full color. The arbitrariness of inclusion and
the random arrangement preclude reference use, but the very casualness has an ap-
peal in a volume used as an introduction to art appreciation.
Ad Clarke, Joan. The Happy Planet; illus. by Antony Maitland. Lothrop, 1965.
5-7 254p. $3.50.
A good science fiction story written with simplicity of style and conception, and with
very little in the text that is not fairly realistic. A crew from another, highly regi-
mented solar system comes back to the old mother-planet Earth to see if it is again
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safe to live on. They expect no humans but are convinced that, should there be any
surviving after centuries, they will be savages. Only the two children from the
spaceship are prepared to make friends with the Earth people, and they do. Although
the story-line is concerned with the reactions of the two groups and with the deci-
sion of some of the crew members to stay forever on the Happy Planet, the impact
of the book is in its message of brotherhood and kindness. The one element of fan-
tasy lies in the introduction of a third group of people, the telepathic and cruel
Dreadfooters; they serve as a fulcrum for plot development, but they detract from
the consistency of concept in an unusually good science fiction story for the upper
elementary reader.
R Clarke, Tom E. The Big Road. Lothrop, 1965. 252p. $3.50.
7-10
A good junior novel about the depression era, based on the author's experience as
an adolescent hobo. Vic Martin, seventeen, steals away from farm life and the step-
father with whom he is in conflict; he is turned down by the U. S. Navy and the C.C.C.
and takes to the road. Most of Vic's adventures are as a vagrant, although he works
for a time as a hired man; he finally tires of hobo life and decides to go home, new-
ly aware of his own role in precipitating and perpetuating the hostile relationship for
which he had theretofore blamed his stepfather. The book is quite realistic, with no
extraneous characters or sub-plots; it has the stark quality of Lynd Ward's illustra-
tions of the same era.
R Cole, William, ed. Beastly Boys and Ghastly Girls; poems collected by William
5-7 Cole; drawings by Tomi Ungerer. World, 1964. 116p. $3.75.
A delightful anthology of humorous poetry, with Ungerer illustrations that are abso-
lutely right for the varied nonsense poems about the extensive and unmitigated mis-
behavior of the young. Exaggerated, gay, and diverse, the poems and limericks
should give joy to independent readers and to younger children to whom they are
read aloud.
Ad Colum, Padraic, ed. Roofs of Gold; Poems to Read Aloud. Macmillan, 1964.
6-10 176p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.94 net.
An anthology that contains very few unusual selections; the poems are chiefly such
old favorites as "Kubla Khan," "Lochinvar," "The Rainbow," "Rose Aylmer," "Anna-
bel Lee" and "The Tiger." A few newer poets are represented-including Mr. Colum.
Arrangement is fairly random; notes on fourteen poems are appended, as are an
author-index and an index of first lines.
R Diggins, Julia E. String, Straightedge, and Shadow; The Story of Geometry;
6-9 illus. by Corydon Bell. Viking, 1965. 160p. $5.
A book that describes the beginnings of the science of geometry, with emphasis on
the work of the early geometers, particularly of Thales and Pythagoras. Some of the
illustrations are informative, some nerely decorative. The geometric principles and
problems are presented as though their discoverers were explaining them-a tech-
nique that is interesting but that seems weakened by the rather heavily fictionalized
framework. The geometric developments are lucidly and painstakingly explained.
For example, the Pythagorean theorem: "Perhaps the session began with an an-
nouncement: 'I have found at last the solution to a problem that has long been puz-
zling us.' A hush of awe fell on the gathering as 'Himself'-in white robe and gold
sandals, his head crowned with a golden wreath-took pointer and string and straight-
edge, and began to lecture." A brief list of suggestions for further reading and an
index are appended.
R Dillon, Eflis. A Family of Foxes; illus. by Vic Donahue. Funk and Wagnalls,
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5-7 1965. 117p. $2.95.
Set on the Irish island of Inishownan, this is the story of four boys and their careful
guarding of silver foxes rescued from the sea. The animals had been shipped to the
zoo at Dublin, and the boys reported their find, but by the time the foxes were picked
up, the boys had had a long, hard job hiding them and feeding them. It was necessary
to hide the beasts because the island population hated and hunted the local red foxes.
The plot is perfectly adequate, but it is overshadowed by the background: the people,
their customs, and their speech are real, colorful, and quite delightful. The author
has a special talent for creating mood and revealing character by using the lilt and
rhythm of Irish speech without resorting to obscure idiom or to dialect.
R Fall, Thomas. Wild Boy; illus. by Henry C. Pitz. Dial, 1965. 105p. $3.
5-7
For many years men, Indian and white, had tried to catch the giant wild stallion,
Diablo Blanco. When both his father and his grandfather had been killed in such at-
tempts, Roberto determined that he would catch the horse; knowing he would have
to be wily and skilled, Roberto entered a Comanche training camp. Later, alone and
patient, he trapped and tamed Diablo Blanco; when he brought the stallion in to an
Army garrison and offered him for sale, Roberto realized that he could not bear to
see the proud animal tamed, so he rode off alone to the mountains. Stark and dra-
matic, but believable; the sequences at the Comanche camp are vivid, and Roberto's
emotional conflicts about the struggle between white men and Indians are portrayed
with sensitivity.
Ad Fife, Dale. Who's in Charge of Lincoln? illus. by Paul Galdone. Coward-
3-5 McCann, 1965. 61p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.86 net.
All plans had been made for Lincoln and his sisters when Mother was to go to the
hospital, but the baby came early and the woman who was to stay with Lincoln had
an accident. His sisters were away and Lincoln, a third-grader, was alone. When a
thief dumped a bag of money in Lincoln's hands, the boy went off to Washington to
try to find his oldest sister; he saw the White House, and he tossed the bag of loot
at the foot of the Lincoln statue-so that it would be recovered. And he went home,
but nobody believed his story. The background is good: a middle-class Negro family
in an urban setting, with good family relationships; the writing style is easy, the
plot far-fetched. If the book had enough humor to be tongue-in-cheek or if it had a
more believable story-line it would be strengthened.
Ad Fisher, Aileen Lucia. Arbor Day; illus. by Nonny Hogrogian. T. Y. Crowell,
2-4 1965. 34p. $2.95.
One of a series of books about national or religious holidays (Phelan's Mother's
Day is also reviewed in this issue), this title has a rather slight text. The first part
of the book describes the destructive carelessness of the early settlers and the ero-
sive forces of nature; the second part discusses the work of Sterling Morton in Ne-
braska and the adoption of Arbor Day by other states, the holiday now being nation-
ally observed. There is so small an amount of material available on Arbor Day that
the book will be useful, but the end of the text gives very little information-possibly
because the observance is simply the formal planting of trees. The writing style is
rather choppy.
R Forman, James. Ring the Judas Bell. Farrar, 1965. 218p. $3.25.
8-
A story of Greece just after the time of the Nazi occupation, when the Andarte were
kidnapping children from the villages. Nicholos and his sister Angela are taken;
Angela is the older, a forceful and dominant person who plans their escape. The gentler
Nicholos tells other children, so Angela becomes a leader hampered by dependents.
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The group becomes separated, Nicholos reaching the village with some of the chil-
dren; when their father goes off to hunt for Angela, Nicholos stays behind to ring
the chapel bell that is the voice (and to Nicholos the symbol) of their village. A dra-
matic and sophisticated story; honest, grim, moving. The background is vivid, the
people are impressively distinctive, and the ideas expressed-both by the characters
and by the author-are often provocative and occasionally profound.
R Forsee, Aylesa. Pablo Casals; Cellist for Freedom. T. Y. Crowell, 1965.
7-10 229p. illus. $4.50.
A good book about the man who became, in his long lifetime, almost as famous for
his idealistic and political consistency as for the quality of his musicianship. The
biography is detailed, serious, and admiring; much of the text, although related to
Casals, is interesting general information about the world of music or about the Span-
is political scene. A section of photographs is bound into the book; a reading list and
an index are appended.
R Freeman, S. H. Basic Baseball Strategy; illus. with diagrams by Leonard
5-9 Kessler. Doubleday, 1965. 104p. $2.95.
Intended for young baseball players, this is a book so packed with useful information
lucidly given that it can be read profitably by older players, by amateur coaches,
and by fans of all ages. No talking down, no fooling around, just facts about offensive
and defensive play, and about preparation and drills. There are, for example, chap-
ters on the squeeze play, on the hit and run, on the steal; Mr. Freeman tells you
when to do what, and why . . and when not to. And why. The illustrative diagrams
are helpful, although a few seem to have symbols or figures that are not necessary
for clarity.
M Georgiou, Constantine. Whitey and Whiskers and Food; illus. by Taylor
3-5 Oughton. Harvey House, 1964. 45p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.62
net.
A fictionalized account of a fourth-grade classroom experiment in nutrition. The
class uses laboratory mice in a controlled program of varied diets, and the children
discover how a balanced diet of the proper food can affect weight, health, appearance,
and even behavior. Useful for the information about experimental method and about
diet, but quite poorly written, being stilted and repetitive; the dialogue sounds con-
trived and facile.
Ad Gidal, Sonia. My Village in France; by Sonia and Tim Gidal. Pantheon Books,
5-8 1965. 79p. illus. $3.50.
As in previous books in this series, the text is in first person; Denis is an adoles-
cent, youngest child of six in a farm family living in a small village near Avignon.
As in previous books, a trip (to Avignon) affords an opportunity to give some histori-
cal background to the text; for the most part, Denis describes his village, some of
the problems in modern farm life, family life, local foods and games, sports, etcetera.
The book seems less effective than preceding books, perhaps because the protagonist
is not really a child and therefore there are fewer activities reported that are at the
young reader's level, and perhaps because there is more of the repetition-by-transla-
tion than there usually is in the conversation written by the Gidals.
NR Goulden, Shirley. The Royal Book of Ballet; illus. by Maraja. Follett, 1965.
6-7 75p. $4.95.
An oversize book, profusely illustrated with romantic paintings in subdued colors.
The text gives the stories of six ballets: Swan Lake, Giselle, Coppelia, Sleeping
Beauty, Nutcracker, and Petrushka. There is some usefulness in having the plots of
ballets that are in the repertoires of all companies, but the material is available else-
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where, and it is not well done here. The writing is florid, giving the ballet plot (but
no choreography) with more embellishment than is needed to understand the action,
embellishment that might be of value were the writing style not awkward and ornate.
"Courtiers and peasants alike joined in the merry dancing, for the prince was not
proud and chose his friends from all stations in life." . . . "The others went off into
the bushes in search of game, but Siegfried, feeling strangely sad and remote, pre-
ferred to stay by the lake looking over the water, which was calm and undisturbed
as his own life had been until then."
M Grumbacher Library. The Art of Oil Painting; Still Lifes/ Flowers/ Land-
7- scapes/ Waterfronts/Portraits. Golden Press, 1965. 47p. $2.98.
An oversize book in which four artists show, in step-by-step technique, how to paint
different kinds of pictures in oil: still life, landscape, portrait, etcetera. The artists
give instruction on technical details, the book serving as a guide for the beginner
rather than as a comprehensive text. The first few pages give good basic information
on materials, terminology, and mixing of color. The fact that the text and some of the
photographs of materials remind the reader (rather frequently) that M. Grumbacher,
Inc. makes paints does not enhance the book.
Ad Hayes, William D. Johnny and the Tool Chest; pictures by Paul Frame.
4-5 Atheneum, 1964. 93p. $3.25.
The tool chest, well-filled, was a hardware store sale item for which Johnny yearned;
his father said he would pay half if Johnny could garner the other half. How to do it?
Johnny decided to win first prize in the Pioneer Day contest. His ambitious exhibit
didn't win the prize, but it won him an opportunity to earn money elsewhere and it
taught him something about cooperative behavior. A pleasantly written story, real-
istic and believable, but not unusual in pattern and with little variation in pace.
R Hoag, Edwin. American Houses; Colonial, Classic, and Contemporary. Lippin-
7-10 cott, 1964. 151p. illus. $4.95.
Very, very good. This is a handsome book, handsomely illustrated, comprehensive
and competent; it is written in a straightforward style that is informal without being
either jocose or patronizing. The author relates developments always to influences
of heritage, of materials and climate, of function, or of period-fashion. The text pro-
vides a considerable amount of historic background to the story of houses in America;
the book should be of some use to younger readers as a limited reference source,
particularly for the illustrations. A bibliography and an index are appended.
R Hodges, Cyril Walter. The Namesake; written and illus. by C. Walter Hodges.
7-9 Coward-McCann, 1964. 269p. $3.95.
An old man looks back over his life, and tells his story; as a crippled orphan fleeing
from the Danes, Alfred the One- Legged had been told in a vision to bring a gift to
his namesake. His namesake is King Alfred, and his story is the story of Alfred's
struggles against the Danish invaders. The historical background is good, the period
is convincingly created; the book is slowed a little by intricacies of style.
R Hoffman, Edwin D. Pathways to Freedom; Nine Dramatic Episodes in the Evo-
8- lution of the American Democratic Tradition. Houghton, 1964. 224p. illus.
$3.75.
A most interesting compilation of material, well-written and well-researched; the
writing style is straightforward and the material itself dramatic. The author has
chosen nine episodes in the history of this country, each episode illustrating some
facet of the democratic tradition, the Zenger trial illustrating the principles of free
speech and a free press being the most familiar. The illustrations (photographs or
reproductions of old prints) are not uninteresting, but many are poorly placed; some
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are not in the section to which they pertain. Several pages of notes on sources are
appended.
R Hylander, Clarence John. Fishes and their Ways; illus. with photographs and
7- drawings. Macmillan, 1964. 240p. $4.95.
A very good book for biologist or fisherman, combining in a lucidly written and well-
organized text a great deal of general information about fishes and a guide to fresh
and salt water species. The first part of the book discusses structure, habitat, food
cycle, protective devices, breeding habits, etcetera; the second (and longer) part de-
scribes families and varieties of fishes, giving distinguishing details. The illustra-
tions, in black and white, are adequately captioned and drawn with precision; the few
photographs that are included are more entertaining than informative. The index is
not inter-alphabetized, but gives page references for species alphabetized under di-
visions by class and family; the alphabetizing is by common name, and the scientific
name follows.
Ad Johnson, Crockett. Castles in the Sand; illus. by Betty Fraser. Holt, 1965.
K-2 41p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A fanciful read-aloud story about children's imaginative play, with illustrations that
are, on most pages, distractingly page-filling. Two children, playing on the shore,
find that they need only spell a word in the sand and their wish materializes. They
evoke a king and then a kingdom; having magically produced for him the towns and
castles he desires, the children try to follow to his kingdom, but the tide comes in
and the kingdom disappears-only the king's seashell is left. The children agree that
it is more fun to be in a story than to read a story. The concept is appealing and is
nicely handled, the book being weakened by a static quality of style, a quality which
in the author's other books is a good foil for the nonsense humor that is lacking here.
Spc Joslin, Sesyle. La Petite Famille; illus. by John Alcorn. Harcourt, 1964. 36p.
K-3 Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.39 net.
A highly diverting picture book meant to be used as a read-aloud introduction to
French for the young child; the reader-aloud must, therefore, have a modicum of
proficiency. The book is divided into several brief sections, each with a cumulative
text and a humorous surprise ending. The little family of the title, for example, is
introduced: a little house, then a room, then father in the room, then in turn are
mother, baby, and crocodile. "Adieu, petite famille!" Vocabulary lists for each of
the four sections are appended. Somewhat limited in use, but engagingly illustrated,
certainly entertaining, and moderately instructive; although the book may indeed be
used for reading aloud, it is possibly more useful for independent readers beginning
their study of French, and therefore most useful in a foreign language collection.
R Keats, Ezra Jack. John Henry; An American Legend; story and pictures by
K-3 Jack Keats. Pantheon Books, 1965. 28p. $3.50.
A retelling in simplified style of the John Henry legend; the prose is adequate, the
illustrations are superb. The pages are bold and vibrant, all of the paintings being
double-spread; the use of color here is even more impressive than it was in the
author-illustrator's previous books. Because of color and layout, the book lends it-
self particularly well to being used with a group of children.
Ad Koch, Dorothy Clarke. Up the Big Mountain; pictures by Lucy and John Hawk-
1-2 inson. Holiday House, 1964. 30p. $3.25.
A nature book for beginning independent readers. A small girl describes a family
hike up a mountainside; she and her brother climb ahead, their parents follow. The
children enjoy flowers and animal life, eat blueberries, and run under a waterfall.
They shelter under a ledge when there is a brief shower, and are enchanted by the
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view from the top of the mountain. The illustrations are bright and attractive, and
the text does convey a sense of enjoyment of natural wonders, but the book is weak-
ened by the stilted writing style. For example, "Joe and I climb up, up, up with our
tall walking sticks. Our feet go up and down. We bend and stretch our legs. Oh what
a big mountain to climb!"
R Latham, Jean Lee. Retreat to Glory; The Story of Sam Houston. Harper, 1965.
7-10 274p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
An unusually vivid biography, in which the subject is approached with objectivity
rather than with adulation, with the result that the candid portrayal of Houston seems
that of a real and fallible person. And all the more a real hero. The emphasis is on
Houston's military and political involvement in Texas as it changed from Mexican
Texas to an independent republic to a state of the Union. Famed for his physical
courage, Houston is even more impressive for his moral courage and integrity, es-
pedically when-knowing that he would be deposed from the position of Governor-he
refused to sign an oath of allegiance to the Confederacy. And there the book ends,
with Houston's wife saying that never had she been as proud as at that moment.
M Lawrence, J. D. Barnaby's Bells; illus. by Michael Lowenbein. Macmillan,
6-8 1965. 186p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.84 net.
When there is vandalism in a small town, an outsider may well be blamed; Felix was
an adopted child. . . Mexican? Puerto Rican? Anyway, both "different" and a new-
comer. His buddy, Cliff, was convinced that Felix had no part in stealing a collection
of valuable handbells, but he needed proof. In helping to find the real culprit, Cliff
not only cleared Felix, but with Felix he found a long-lost treasure; Felix donated
part of his money for town use. The book has some good relationships and ethical
values, but the writing style is florid and the plot is intricate and not believable.
M Leaf, Munro. Being an American Can Be Fun. Lippincott, 1964. 55p. illus.
3-5 Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.93 net.
Mr. Leaf discusses the advantages of being an American, first giving some background
about the establishment of the new democratic nation, then describing the practical
benefits of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness in the United States. The writing
and the illustrations have a jocund familiarity, but the style and format seem juvenile
for the child interested in the advantages of freedom to travel, choice of career,
homes equipped with labor-saving gadgets, and varied diet.
Ad Lerner, Sharon. I Found a Leaf; written and illus. by Sharon Lerner. Lerner,
2-4 1964. 36p. $2.75.
A book that pictures the leaves of about a dozen trees; the text describes the leaves
and gives additional facts about each tree. The illustrations, which are very attrac-
tive rubbings, are useful for identifying specimens. However, the book has several
weaknesses: the choice of trees seems random, and the title gives no clue to the fact
that the text is concerned with tree-leaves only. There are no pictures of other parts
of the trees, although bark and seeds are occasionally described in the text. The book
may, however, be effective to some extent in making the child conscious of differences
in leaf-detail and perhaps in interesting him further in nature study.
R Lerner, Sharon. The Self-Portrait in Art; designed by Robert Clark Nelson.
5-9 Lerner, 1965. 63p. $3.79.
Some thirty black-and-white reproductions of self-portraits are included, each faced
by a page of text; the subjects are chronologically arranged from Ghiberti to Chagall.
An interesting collection of good pictures is presented, the text (some of which is
printed in red) giving some biographical information, some facts about the particular
picture, and some background information about the artist's technique and his place
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in the history of art. The writing is fairly crisp and factual, although there is here
and there a phrase that seems condescending.
R Lewis, Richard W., ed. The Moment of Wonder; A Collection of Chinese and
6- Japanese Poetry; illus. with paintings by Chinese and Japanese masters.
Dial, 1964. 138p. $3.95.
An anthology of Chinese and Japanese poetry in a most handsome volume, profusely
illustrated with reproductions of paintings in black and white. The editorial preface
discusses the succinctness and the imagery of Oriental poetry, especially in the en-
joyment of natural beauty, and explains the haiku form, of which there are many ex-
amples. The material is divided into four areas: The family of nature, Landscapes
of the sky and earth, The passage of seasons, and The ages of man. An author index
is appended.
R Life Magazine. The Body; by Alan E. Nourse and the editors of Life. Time,
8- 1964. 190p. illus. $3.95.
Magnificently illustrated with photographs and diagrams, many in full color, a com-
prehensive and competently written book on the structure and function of the human
body. Eight sections of text, each followed by a picture essay, give some background
in the history of medicine and on differences in individuals, and describe the systems
of the body: circulatory, nervous, skeletal, etcetera. Only in one instance does the
picture essay seem non-sequential; the last section of text discusses glandular secre-
tions while the picture-essay illustrates education for a medical career. Seriously
written, but not dry; a bibliography and an extensive relative index are appended.
Ad Lord, Beman. Mystery Guest at Left End; pictures by Arnold Spilka. Walck,
3-5 1964. 63p. $2.95.
A light-hearted football story in which the mystery guest is a girl. Si discovers that
the new girl next door is as good a pass receiver as she coolly claims to be; Faith
and Si make a deal. In return for playing as "George," disguised by uniform and hel-
met, Faith gets a free sundae a day. She helps win two games, and goes back (no tom-
boy, Faith) with relief to being feminine. Not a completely convincing plot, but the
cheerful style and natural dialogue make the story more than palatable. The black-
and-white illustrations are lively and attractive.
M McNeill, Janet. The Giant's Birthday; pictures by Walter Erhard. Walck,
K-2 1965. 53p. $3.75.
A nicely illustrated picture book in which the giant lives in a castle but, as is clear
from the text and from illustrations, the time is now. Although conscious of the giant's
presence all the year around, the villagers acknowledged it only once a year: on the
giant's birthday, they came to pay their respects and they brought gifts. The giant
was fussy about getting gifts, so all the other villagers were aghast when they saw
that the young schoolmaster carried no parcel. However, the gift of the schoolmaster
delighted the giant because it was so very, very small: a snow-storm paperweight.
The modern setting (delivery of gifts by vans and trucks, for example) doesn't seem
to suit the fanciful element; the writing style is adequate, but the plot seems contrived
and the ddnouement anticlimactic.
Ad Macpherson, Elizabeth. The Wonderful Whistle; illus. by Susan Perl. Putnam,
K-2 1965. 47p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.86 net.
A picture-book tall tale, in which much of the acidity of the humor will be missed by
the read-aloud audience; but they can enjoy the exaggeration, and they will surely en-
joy the illustrations. Ricky was an infant prodigy who whistled instead of blowing bub-
bles; by kindergarten age, Ricky could whistle symphonic scores. In two parts. When
the leader of the world's biggest orchestra pleaded and wept, Rickey's mother agreed
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to let her wunderkind become a soloist. Pampered, protected, and idolized, Ricky
stunned the concert world; then he lost a tooth and went back to real life. The author
pokes fun at musicians and concert audiences, but the barb is softened by nonsense
treatment.
Ad Mannix, Daniel. The Outcasts; illus. by Leonard Shortall. Dutton, 1965. 93p.
4-6 Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.22 net.
Dana was glad to be moving away from the city neighborhood that had deteriorated,
especially glad because he was teased about his name, teased about being so small
for eleven, and quite friendless. He was timid in the country at first, but soon ac-
quired a new interest: taming a skunk. Dana became devoted to his new pet and de-
lighted when Meph and Mrs. Meph produced a litter of baby skunks. Because he had
gained confidence, Dana was able to make some new friends when the much-dreaded
opening of school loomed; his skunks even helped Dana best the local bully. The d6-
nouement seems contrived, but the book is otherwise realistic and smoothly written.
The material about the skunks is extensive, a bit repetitive but authoritative and in-
teresting.
R Marks, Mickey Klar. Painting Free: Lines, Colors, and Shapes; paintings by
6- Edith Alberts; photographs by David Rosenfeld. Dial, 1965. 68p. $3.95.
A good book for the beginner interested in trying abstract painting. The step-by-
step instructions are quite clear, both in text and in illustration; advice on equip-
ment is sensible. Six examples are given, with illustrations in black-and-white; at
the end of the book the six finished pictures are shown in full color. While the book
does not pretend to give a great deal of information about painting techniques, it may
easily encourage the neophyte to continue and to experiment. The writing style is
crisp and straightforward; a brief glossary of terms is appended.
R Meltzer, Milton. A Light in the Dark; The Life of Samuel Gridley Howe. T. Y.
7-10 Crowell, 1964. 227p. $3.50.
An excellent biography, candid in tone, written in a style that is informal yet digni-
fied, and particularly lively because Samuel Howe was involved in so many great
causes, controversial issues, and new programs. After six years devoted to Greek
independence, the young Dr. Howe became the first director of the Perkins Institu-
tion of the Blind; he was involved in campaigns for prison reform, educational prog-
ress, better provision for the retarded, and help to fugitive slaves. A divided bibli-
ography and an index are appended.
R Meltzer, Milton. Tongue of Flame; The Life of Lydia Maria Child. T. Y. Crow-
7-10 ell, 1965. 204p. $3.95.
An excellent biography, written in a mature style with an attitude that is more admir-
ing than adulatory. A pioneer in the fight against slavery, Maria Child met with cen-
sure as a woman and with rejection as a writer who had been tremendously popular.
A prolific author, Mrs. Child founded the first children's magazine in this country,
ran a newspaper, wrote a syndicated column, and wrote books and articles on an
amazing variety of subjects; she wrote for fifty years in the middle of the turbulent
nineteenth century. Well-researched, well-organized, and only lightly fictionalized.
A list of source materials, a list of Mrs. Child's works, and an index are appended.
Ad Miles, Miska. Mississippi Possum; illus. by John Schoenherr. Little, 1965.
2-4 41p. $3.
Very attractively illustrated, the story of a possum that became tame when the river's
flooding forced him into contact with people. The two Jackson children had seen the
little possum before, and found him again in the tent for flood refugees; after the
flood was over, people went back to their homes and the possum went back to his-
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but he occasionally visited Rose Mary Jackson. The story is slight: a brief and quiet
vignette, the illustrations showing the Jacksons as a young Negro family. The story
moves back and forth from the animal's activities to those of the children, the turn-
ing point of the relationship being not quite convincing: the possum is afraid of Mr.
Jackson, and "he knew he had to climb high to be safe. He ran up Rose Mary's arm,
and she didn't move. He sat on her shoulder." There seems to be no reason why the
animal shouldn't have feared one human being as much as another.
M Miller, Helen Louise. Modern Plays for Special Days; a collection of royalty-
6-9 free, one-act holiday plays for teen-agers. Plays, Inc., 1965. 352p. $5.95.
Sixteen one-act plays with holiday settings, arranged in sequence through the academ-
ic year from Hallowe'en to graduation. Each play is followed by a page of production
notes, many of which are less than complete: "Lighting: Just before the end of the
play, there is a complete blackout." or, "Setting: A comfortably furnished living
room." The plays are, like those in other collections by the author, useful material
for group production despite the fact that they are of routine quality and fairly pat-
terned plots.
SpC Mother Goose. Mother Goose in French; tr. by Hugh Latham; pictures by Bar-
5-6 bara Cooney. T. Y. Crowell, 1964. 39p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed.
$3.60 net.
A splendid job of translation in which Mr. Latham has preserved the rhythm of fa-
miliar Mother Goose verses without sacrificing idiomatic French. However, the
French seems not simple enough for the read-aloud audience, since the sentences
are not short and there are many polysyllabic words. The level of difficulty makes
the book more suitable for the child who is studying French; here the familiarity is
an aid to comprehension, yet the subject and format may discourage the child old
enough to be sufficiently proficient in a foreign language. Although the rhymes are
enjoyable when read aloud the book probably is best placed in a foreign language col-
lection. The illustrations are enchanting.
R Munzer, Martha E. Planning Our Town; illus. with photographs. Knopf, 1964.
7-10 172p. $3.95.
A good introduction to the problems that must be taken into consideration when plan-
ning for a town, city, or region. In addition to some general discussion of city and
regional planning and a chapter on urban renewal, the text considers in separate
chapters such problems as water supply, transportation, land use, and control of air
pollution. Not a comprehensive book, but perfectly adequate for the young reader;
written in an informal, occasionally rambling style with good photographic illustra-
tion. A list of institutions that offer degrees in planning professions is appended, as
are a reading list (divided by topics) and an index.
M Ness, Evaline. Pavo and the Princess; written and illus. by Evaline Ness.
K-2 Scribner, 1964. 29p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.12 net.
A slight read-aloud story, illustrated with stylized pictures in bright pastel colors.
Pavo is a white peacock that has been given by the king to his little daughter. An un-
happy child, Princess Phoebe is unpopular, beautiful, and unable to cry. She so mis-
treats Pavo that he flies away; increasingly unhappy, the Princess cries at last. She
cries and cries and cries and regrets her past behavior; Pavo returns and they live
happily ever after. The story line is patterned and weak, the writing style adequate,
the illustrations attractive.
M O'Brien, Esse Forrester. Dolphins-Sea People. Naylor, 1965. 88p. illus.
6-9 $3.95.
Illustrated with photographs, a book that gives many facts about dolphins but is
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poorly organized. The author describes dolphin anatomy, habits, intelligence, and
playfulness; she includes legends and anecdotes about individual dolphins, and de-
scribes dolphins used in scientific experiments and in training for the entertainment
of spectators. The writing style is occasionally florid; the book is weaker both in
style and in organization of material than is Chapin's The Remarkable Dolphin (Scott,
1962). A bibliography and an index are appended.
M Offit, Sidney. Topsy Turvy. St. Martin's, 1965. 169p. $3.50.
5-7
A fanciful story about a land where the roles of adults and children are reversed,
told in a breezy and sophisticated style. The book has humor, it has a message of
some substance, and it has a tongue-in-cheek satirical appeal-but it seems at times
contrived and it seems drawn out. Jeff and his sister Ellen suddenly find that they
are in the land of Topsy Turvy, where Brainchild Plotkind rules, where the arch-
enemies of society are the teenagers, and where "adults should be seen and not
heard." Ellen almost succumbs to the system, but Jeff-the voice of sanity-clings
to the standards he has learned. He wants a balanced diet, he is not ashamed to ad-
mit he is sleepy, and he even wants adult supervision. Jeff and Ellen leave Topsy
Turvy after a military debacle dethrones Brainchild Plotkind, and the adults are re-
instated as fully-empowered parents.
M Olson, Gene. Three Men on Third. Westminster, 1965. 174p. $3.50.
6-9
A baseball story written in a lightly humorous style, with a slight story line, good
baseball scenes, and adequate dialogue; the book is weakened by stereotyped char-
acters like the bullying ex-coach and the honest, Mr. Peepers-type, new coach . . .
some of the patterned treatment being reflected in names. The old coach is Gunther
Kragg, the new coach (forced to coach in order to get a job as a teacher) is Joseph
Albert Cornsweet; the principal of the high school is almost ludicrous. One of the
members of the high school team takes Cornsweet under his wing; Dick does the ac-
tual coaching, and they let the other boys think that orders are coming from Corn-
sweet. Villain Kragg tries to take over when he comes back from another job, but
virtue triumphs although the team loses its crucial game.
Ad Phelan, Mary Kay. Mother's Day; illus. by Aliki. T. Y. Crowell, 1965. 34p.
2-4 $2.95.
An attractively illustrated book that describes the origin of the celebration of Moth-
er's Day in this country and gives some details about observances in this country
and in others. The first part of the rather brief text gives some background about
ways that mothers were formally honored in the past. The book will probably be use-
ful for the information it gives, although the writing is static; some of the illustra-
tions have amusing details.
R Picard, Barbara Leonie. The Faun and the Woodcutter's Daughter; illus. by
5-7 Charles Stewart. Criterion Books, 1964. 255p. $3.50.
A collection of fourteen original fairy tales; as in the companion volume, The Lady
of the Linden Tree (reviewed in the September 1962 issue), the book has tales that
are typical of the genre: the simpleton who proves to be clever, the loving slave
who is chosen as wife, the young man who dares to love a princess. The writing has
the grave simplicity of the best fairy-tale style, with romance in the situation but
not in flowery language. A good storytelling source, a lovely book to read aloud.
M Purdy, Susan. My Little Cabbage; Mon Petit Chou. Lippincott, 1965. 37p.
K-2 illus. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.67 net.
A book about some of the idiomatic phrases of endearment in several languages,
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illustrated with drawings that are awkward in proportion but that have a lively qual-
ity. The pattern: "I live in France-I am called Annique, but that is not all ... My
mother calls me 'Mon petit chou' (phonetic spelling and translation), My papa calls
me 'Mon petit lapin' . . ." and so on. This is followed by a double-page spread in
which the child exclaims, "But this is the real me!" Some of the alphabets are not
our own, making the phonetic presentation less useful; the book seems merely a
slightly amusing oddity of limited use and interest.
R Quigley, Martin. Today's Game. Viking, 1965. 176p. $3.95.
8-
Written by the public relations consultant for the St. Louis Cardinals, a novel about
major league baseball that clarifies the problems of a manager's domestic and pro-
fessional life. Barney Mann, manager of the Blue Jays, has traded his old friend,
Jerry, a veteran Hall of Fame pitcher, for a young Negro outfielder, Wellington-
and Wellington is in a slump. For the first time Jerry is pitching against his old
team, and this single game is described in detail; the weaknesses of the opponents
are brutally exploited, all effort and all strategy being directed toward the winning
of the day's game. The characters and background are authentic and the novel takes
an unsentimental look at the jealousies and realities of the dugout and the clubroom.
Well written, with especially good dialogue, the story is really good baseball, giving
a behind-the-scene picture of each move and counter-move of a game with the same
color and detail and maintenance of pace that distinguished A Day in the Bleachers.
Ad Reeves, James. Three Tall Tales; chosen from traditional sources by James
3-5 Reeves; illus. by Edward Ardizzone. Abelard-Schuman, 1964. 40p. $2.95.
Three traditional English stories retold; the first is a brief cumulative story, the sec-
ond is nonsense humor, the third is fanciful but not particularly funny. The Ardizzone
illustrations are charming; the stories fall a little flat, since they are retold in a
colorless and abrupt style.
R Ripley, Elizabeth (Blake). Gainsborough; A Biography. Lippincott, 1964. 69p.
7-10 illus. $3.50.
Another good biography in the author's series of books about great artists. The re-
productions of Gainsborough's paintings are chronologically arranged; each full-page
picture in black and white is faced by a page of text that gives some anecdotal back-
ground for the picture. Somehow Mrs. Ripley avoids any sense of fragmented writing,
perhaps because she writes with restraint, and somehow she makes the artist's per-
sonality emerge clearly. A bibliography and an index are appended.
R Russell, Solveig Paulson. Lines and Shapes; A First Look at Geometry; illus.
3-5 by ArnoldSpilka. Walck, 1965. 31p. $2.75.
A good introduction to geometric concepts, with a text that is simple and lucid and
has clear illustrations; occasionally an idea seems inadequately expanded, occasion-
ally a description in the text lacks illustration, but these omissions are not frequent
and should not cause confusion. The author describes the basic geometric figures,
plane and solid, using correct terminology with no complications and with no writing
down; the text deals briefly with angles, and suggests even more briefly the practi-
cal applications of geometric knowledge.
M Sharp, Margery. Lost at the Fair; illus. by Rosalind Fry. Little, 1965. 60p.
1-2 $2.95.
A boy goes to the fair with his smaller sister in tow; he describes the sights of the
fair, he loses his sister and finds her in the tent of the wizard of whom they are both
frightened. That night the boy gets praise and cake from Mother, because he looked
after his sister and the dog. There is some interest in the gay background, but the
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busy illustrations lessen this appeal; the writing style in this easy-to-read book is
dull and stilted: "Let's ask the Fat Lady. Maybe she saw Sue. She was a kind Fat
Lady, a very kind Fat Lady. She was very sad to hear I had lost my sister Sue."
M Smith, Fredrika Shumway. The Sound of Axes; illus. by Albert Orbaan. Rand
6-8 McNally, 1965. 223p. $3.95.
A story of the beginnings of the lumber industry in Wisconsin in the 1830's. Newly-
orphaned Dave Harper goes out to join the family of his father's best friend; he
quickly accepts the Dawson family as his own. The book has no real story line but
is a series of episodes about the men who work for Dawson (patterned characters,
patterned incidents). The historical background is excellent: detailed, authoritative,
and colorful. The writing style is weak: often florid and Victorian, often sagging into
lengthy informational passages presented as conversation.
R Stratton, Madeline Robinson. Negroes Who Helped Build America. Ginn, 1965.
7-10 166p. illus. $3.50.
Primarily a collection of fourteen biographies, but expanded in interest because of
the material that prefaces some of the sections. For example, the only biography of
an artist is that of Marian Anderson, but her story is preceded by a general discus-
sion of Negro artists. The photographic illustrations are good; the drawings are un-
attractive and are not particularly informative. The book should be most useful since
the material is interesting and since the writing style, despite being dry, is straight-
forward enough to make the text appropriate for slow older readers or useful as a
limited reference source for younger readers. The fourteen subjects are Abbott,
Anderson, Bethune, Bunche, Davis, Douglass, Drew, DuBois, Julian, King, Robinson,
Washington, Williams, and Woodson. There is no index; a bibliography is appended.
R Suggs, Robert C. The Archaeology of San Francisco; illus. by Leonard Everett
7-10 Fisher. T. Y. Crowell, 1965. 141p. $3.50.
One of a series of books in which the archeology of a region is related to a city. A
detailed and authoritative examination of the prehistoric Indian cultures of the San
Francisco area and of the archeological research that provided information about
those cultures. The author describes the Paleo-Indian and the Early, Middle, and
Late Horizon periods, smoothly integrating information about methodology and cul-
tures; some of the chapters begin with imaginary fictionalized episodes, adequately
written but adding little to the book. The text ends with the arrival of the Spanish col-
onists and the assimilation or extermination of tribes. A brief glossary, an extensive
bibliography of source materials, and an index are appended.
Ad Wise, William. The Spy and General Washington; illus. by Peter Burchard.
5-6 Dutton, 1965. 87p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.22 net.
A story based on historical fact. John Honeyman was a patriot of middle age who vol-
unteered to serve as a spy; since his political sympathies were known, Honeyman
moved to a new location to establish a cover. Functioning as a double agent, Honey-
man was instrumental in effecting the surprise attack at Trenton. Since his neighbors
knew only that the man had declared for the Tories, they were hostile after the war;
only when they heard Washington thank Honeyman for his service did they appreciate
the truth. Adequately illustrated and written in a modest style that sustains the story
line but is weak in being, here and there, abrupt in transition. For example, the em-
phasis shifts quickly when Mary Honeyman says "'The fire's out, John. It's time we
went up to bed.' Honeyman nodded. He had never really doubted Mary. She was Irish,
too, and her hatred of the English was as strong as his. She would be firm and reso-
lute, no matter what might happen to them in the months ahead. Two days later, Honey-
man received a message summoning him back to headquarters."
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58
Christmas-Tree Sam. Olds. 40
Churchill Wit. Adler. 141
CIARDI. You Know Who. 71
City Under Ground. Martel. 76
Clambake Mutiny. Beatty. 3
Clancy's Glorious Fourth. Flory. 8
Clarence Darrow. Faber. 146
Clarence Darrow. Gurko. 149
CLARK, B. Goodbye Kate. 144
CLARK, M. Mystery of the Marble Zoo. 5
CLARKE, JOAN. Happy Planet. 158
CLARKE, JOHN. High School Drop Out. 115
CLARKE, T. Big Road. 159
Classmates by Request. Colman. 71
CLAYTON. Martin Luther King. 126
CLEARY. Ribsy. 35
CLEWES. Holiday. 24
Cliff House Mystery. Antoncich. 98
CLIFFORD. Witch that Wasn't. 24
CLYMER. Tiny Little House. 115
COATSWORTH. Cricket and the Emperor's Son.
144
. Jon the Unlucky. 115
COBURN. Anne and the Sand Dobbies. 84
Coconut Thieves. Fournier, ad. 8
Codes and Ciphers. Laffin. 105
COLE, ed. Beastly Boys and Ghastly Girls. 159
COLMAN. Classmates by Request. 71
Colonial Craftsmen and the Beginnings of American
Industry. Tunis. 138
COLUM, ed. Roofs of Gold. 159
COLWELL, comp. Storyteller's Choice. 5
Comedy Roundup for Teen-Age Actors. Murray. 90
CONE. Promise Is a Promise. 51
COOK. Samantha's Secret Room. 100
COOKE. How Books Are Made. 24
COOMBS. Dorrie and the Blue Witch. 51
COOPER. Inventions of Leonardo da Vinci. 144
CORBETT. One by Sea. 145
. What Makes TV Work? 145
COTTRELL. Digs and Diggers. 71
. Secrets of Tutankhamen's Tomb. 71
COX. Mets Will Win the Pennant. 100
COY. First Book of Hospitals. 51
Crab that Crawled Out of the Past. Milne. 121
CRAIG. Spring Is Like the Morning. 126
CRARY. Pocketful of Raisins. 24
CRAYDER. Cathy and Lisette. 51
CREIGHTON. American Architecture. 145
Cricket and the Emperor's Son. Coatsworth. 144
Crime Lab. Loth. 76
CROMIE. Why the Mohole. 100
Crown for Thomas Peters. Hennessy and Sauter.
36
CRUMP. Marigold and the Dragon. 5
CURCIJA-PRODANOVIC. Ballerina. 5
Curious World of Crystals. Sander. 109
CURREN. Hear Ye of Boston. 72
DAHL. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 115
DALY. Little Tiger Takes a Trip. 145
Dandelion. Freeman. 86
Danger Islands. Masselink. 89
Dangerous Assignment. Patchett. 30
DARINGER. Yesterday's Daughter. 84
Dark Rosaleen. Bolton. 33
DAVENPORT, ed. Great Loves in Legend and Life.
6
Davey's First Boat. Shortall. 61
DAVIS. Appomattox. 6
Dawn and Dusk. Causley. 51
Dawn in the Trees. Wibberley. 46
DAY, A. They Peopled the Pacific. 115
DAY, V. Landslide! 145
Day of the Bear. Spofford. 110
Day the Sun Disappeared. Hamberger. 26
Day without Wind. Mayne. 39
DEAN. Printing: Tool of Freedom. 52
DeARMAND, comp. When Mother was a Girl. 101
DE JONG. Far Out the Long Canal. 72
DE LEEUW. Salty Skinners. 84
DELGADO. Very Hot Water-Bottle. 52
Delhi Old and New. Polk. 18
DEL REY. Runaway Robot. 126
De REGNIERS. May I Bring a Friend? 35
Destination Mars. Walters. 45
DEVANEY. Bob Cousey. 116
Diana and Her Rhinoceros. Ardizzone. 98
DIETZ. Savage Summer. 6
Different Ones. Lowe. 121
DIGGINS. String, Straightedge, and Shadow. 159
Digs and Diggers. Cottrell. 71
DILGER. Finding Out About Birds. 24
DILLON. Family of Foxes. 159
Dinosaur Hunters. Plate. 18
Dirk Lives in Holland. Lindgren. 14
Ditch Picnic. Unnerstad. 110
Doctor: His Training and Practice. Engeman. 85
Doctor to the Galaxy. Lightner. 106
Doctor's Boy. Anckarsvird. 113
Dog to Trust. Chipperfield. 114
Dolphins-Sea People. O'Brien. 167
DONOVAN, narr. Vikings. 150
Don't Be Scared Book. Vogel. 111
Dorrie and the Blue Witch. Coombs. 51
Douglas Saves the Day. Jackson. 11
DOWDS. Mysterious Round Tower. 116
Dream Years. Akin. 33
DRUMMOND. Flying Postman. 101
Drums in My Heart. Lawrence. 28
DRURY. Glory for Gil. 24
DUCKETT. Breakthrough to the Big League. 135
DUGGAN. Romans. 6
Dumplings and the Demons. Stamm. 63
DUNCAN. Camerons on the Hills. 35
DUNCOMBE. Cassie's Village. 127
DUPUY. Military History of World War II; Vol. 8:
Asiatic Land Battles. 52
Diurer and His World. Steck. 93
DUVALL. Why Wait Till Marriage? 127
DUVOISIN. Veronica's Smile. 101
174
East to Freedom. Fukei. 101
Easter Chimes. Harper, ed. 149
Easter in November. Hess. 55
EASTMAN. Cat in the Hat Beginner Book Dic-
tionary. 116
Ecology. Life Magazine and Farb, narr. 14
Eddie's Green Thumb. Haywood. 55
Edge of Violence. Riter. 154
Eggs of Things. Kumin and Sexton. 38
Eileen of Redstone Farm. Lunt. 152
EISENBERG, A. Worlds Lost and Found. 127
EISENBERG, E. Pretty House that Found Happi-
ness. 146
Electing a President. Bradley. 34
Elisabeth, the Treasure Hunter. Holman. 36
ELKINS. Worlds Lost and Found. 127
Ella. Peet. 18
ELMER. Mandragora's Dragon. 72
EMBERLEY. Night's Nice. 25
EMERY. Losing Game. 116
. Spy in Old Detroit. 6
Enchanted Island. Serraillier. 31
Enemy at Green Knowe. Boston. 22
Enemy in the Sky. Hilton. 118
ENGELBREKTSON. Gravity at Work and Play. 7
ENGEMAN. Doctor: His Training and Practice. 85
England. Middleton. 59
ENRIGHT. Zeee. 127
EPSTEIN. Game of Baseball. 127
. Hurricane Guest. 7
. Pioneer Oceangrapher. 46
. Spring Holidays. 7
ERNST. Lawyers and What They Do. 146
Escape! Senje. 92
ESTES. Alley. 35
ETS. Just Me. 128
EVANS. Mice That Ate Iron. 25
Everything Has a Shape. Kohn. 13
Everything Has a Size. Kohn. 13
Exactly Alike. Ness. 17
Explorer of the Unconscious: Sigmund Freud.
Stoutenburg and Baker. 155
Eye of History. Pfragner. 41
EYERLY. World of Ellen March. 72
Eyes So-o Big. Weil. 95
FABER. Behind the Headlines. 52
. Clarence Darrow. 146
. Life of Pocahontas. 7
FADIMAN. Wally the Wordworm. 52
FALK. Place of Her Own. 72
FALL. My Bird Is Romeo. 25
. Wild Boy. 160
Family Book of Nursery Rhymes. Opie. 60
Family of Foxes. Dillon. 159
Famous Artists of the Past. Chase. 158
Fancy and the Cement Patch. Wilson. 124
FANNING. Titans of Business. 7
Far Out the Long Canal. De Jong. 72
FARALLA. Singing Cupboard. 53
FARB, narr. Ecology. 14
FARMER. Magic Stone. 53
FATIO. Happy Lion and the Bear. 25
Faun and the Woodcutter's Daughter. Picard. 168
Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Spain. Haviland. 27
Fee Fi Fo Fum. Briggs. 69
Felicia. Lattimore. 87
FESSLER, narr. China. 57
Fibers. Adler. 81
FIEDLER. Yardstick for Jessica. 146
Field Goal. Bishop. 99
FIFE. Who's in Charge of Lincoln? 160
Finding Out About Birds. Dilger. 24
Finding Out About the Early Russians. Rice. 18
FINKEL. How to Study. 53
Finland in Pictures. Sterling Publishing Company. 20
FINNEY. Yes, A Homestead. 73
Fireman - Save My Cat! Palazzo. 108
First Book of Central America and Panama. Markun.
29
First Book of Hospitals. Coy. 51
First Book of the Olympic Games. Walsh. 45
FISHER, A. Arbor Day. 160
. In the Middle of the Night. 128
FISHER, L. E. Glassmakers. 128
. Printers. 146
FISHER, L. H. Amy and the Sorrel Summer. 73
Fisherman's Choice. Pedersen. 123
Fishes and their Ways. Hylander. 163
FITZHUGH. Harriet the Spy. 53
Five Little Monkey Business. Kepes. 151
Five Plays from Shakespeare. Shakespeare. 31
FLEMING, A. Great Women Teachers. 147
FLEMING, I. Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. 73
Flight into Spring. Bradbury. 142
Flip. Moncure. 16
FLOETHE. Bittersweet Summer. 147
FLORA. My Friend Charlie. 73
FLORY. Clancy's Glorious Fourth. 8
Flower Box Mystery. Blane. 142
Flying Postman. Drummond. 101
FOLTZ. Awani. 85
.. Tuchin's Mayan Treasure. 25
FONTAINE. Humorous Monologues for Teen-Agers.
35
FOOTMAN. Russian Revolutions. 54
Forgotten Door. Key. 151
FORMAN. Ring the Judas Bell. 160
FORSEE. Pablo Casals. 161
. William Henry Jackson. 85
Fortunately. Charlip. 83
FOURNIER, ad. Coconut Thieves. 8
FOX. When Spring Comes. 85
Fox in Socks. Seuss. 136
FRASCONI. See Again, Say Again. 117
Frederick Douglass. Patterson. 134
Fredrika's Children. Wirnlif. 65
Free Ticket to Adventure. Siderhjelm. 62
FREEMAN, D. Dandelion. 86
. Turtle and the Dove. 8
FREEMAN, S. Basic Baseball Strategy. 161
FREEMANTLE. Island of Cats. 101
FRIERMOOD. Whispering Willows. 128
FRITZ. Magic to Burn. 74
From Inside Scotland Yard. Scott and Pearce. 135
FRY. Promise of the Rainbow. 147
. September Island. 147
FUKEI. East to Freedom. 101
Gaelic Ghosts. Leodhas. 105
GAG. Melon Patch Mystery. 86
GAGE. Big Blue Island. 148
Gainsborough. Ripley. 169
Game of Baseball. Epstein. 127
GANS. It's Nesting Time. 74
. Wonder of Stones. 26
GARELICK. Here Comes the Bride. 54
GARNETT. White Dragon. 86
GARTEN. Alphabet Tale. 102
GASSER. Henry Gasser's Guide to Painting. 8
GEE. How Can I Find Out? 34
GEORGE. Gull Number 737. 117
175
George and the Cherry Tree. Aliki. 97
GEORGIOU. Whitey and Whiskers and Food. 161
GETTINGS. Meaning and Wonder of Art. 148
Giant John. Lobel. 89
Giant's Birthday. McNeill. 165
GIBBS. Least Likely One. 74
GIDAL. My Village in France. 161
. My Village in Morocco. 74
GIES. Stars of the Series. 54
GILES. Toughen Up! 35
GILMOUR. Understanding Your Senses. 102
GIMPEL. Navy Men and What They Do. 26
Gingerbread Rabbit. Jarrell. 12
Ginnie and Her Juniors. Woolley. 156
Giraffe and a Half. Silverstein. 62
Girl Who Was a Cowboy. Krasilovsky. 87
Glass and Man. Huether. 10
Glassmakers. Fisher. 128
Glory for Gil. Drury. 24
GLUBOK. Art of Ancient Rome. 148
. Art of the Eskimo. 54
Goat that Made a Boy Grow Big. Holbrook. 130
GODDEN. Home Is the Sailor. 86
GOETZ. Islands of the Ocean. 148
GOLDEN. So What Else Is New? 54
Golden Age and Dream Days. Grahame. 129
GOLDSTEIN. Tools of the Scientist. 26
Good King Wenceslas. Luckhardt. 58
Good-by, Gray Lady. Green. 148
Goodbye Kate. Clark. 144
GOTTLIEB. Mystery of the Silent Friends. 86
GOUDEY. Butterfly Time. 8
GOUDGE. Linnets and Valerians. 74
GOULDEN. Royal Book of Ballet. 161
GOVAN. Number 5 Hackberry Street. 55
GRAHAM. North Town. 129
GRAHAME. Golden Age and Dream Days. 129
GRAMATKY. Little Toot on the Thames. 36
Gravity at Work and Play. Engelbrektson. 7
Great American Harbors. Carse. 34
Great Loves in Legend and Life. Davenport, ed. 6
Great Tree of Life. Ludovici. 58
Great Women of Medicine. Hume. 75
Great Women Teachers. Fleming. 147
Greatest World Series Thrillers. Robinson. 135
Greedy One. Martin. 107
GREEN, A. Good-by, Gray Lady. 148
GREEN, M. Whose Little Red Jacket? 102
Green Laurel. Spence. 109
GREGOR. Short History of Science. 8
GRIFFITH. Ride for Jenny. 129
Grizzly. Johnson. 37
Growing Up in Israel. Holisher. 56
GRUMBACHER LIBRARY. Art of Oil Painting. 162
Gull Number 737. George. 117
GURKO. Clarence Darrow. 149
HALL, E. Land ahd People of Norway. 36
_ . Volga. 149
HALL, E. L. This I Cannot Forget. 149
Halloween Kangaroo. Lewis. 57
HAMBERGER. Day the Sun Disappeared. 26
HAMILTON, F. 1066. 129
HAMILTON, M. Animals' Vacation. 9
HAMMOND. Plants, Food and People. 87
HAMOY. What's Wrong? What's Wrong? 149
HAMPDEN. Books: From Papyrus to Paperback. 26
HANCOCK. Mexico. 117
Hand of the King. Morgan. 17
HANFF. Terrible Thomas. 102
Hans and the Winged Horse. Kellogg. 130
Happy Lion and the Bear. Fatio. 25
Happy Planet. Clarke. 158
Happy Ski ABC. Weil. 45
Happy Voyage. Brown. 99
HARKINS. No Head for Soccer. 87
HARLEY. Books: From Papyrus to Paperback. 26
HARNDEN. High Pasture. 27
HARPER, ed. Easter Chimes. 149
Harriet and the Cherry Pie. Hewett. 103
Harriet the Spy. Fitzhugh. 53
Harrison Loved His Umbrella. Levine. 13
HAVILAND. Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Spain. 27
Hawaiian Heart. Tabrah. 79
HAWES. Bees and Beelines. 102
HAYES. Johnny and the Tool Chest. 162
HAYS. Charley Sang a Song. 117
HAYWOOD. Eddie's Green Thumb. 55
He Went with Hannibal. Kent. 28
HEADSTROM. Adventures with Insects. 27
Hear Ye of Boston. Curren. 72
HEARN, tr. Wave. 9
HECK. Hopeful Years. 75
Hello, Elephant. Wahl. 111
HENNESSY. Crown for Thomas Peters. 36
Henry Gasser's Guide to Painting. Gasser. 8
HENTOFF. Jazz Country. 150
Here Comes the Bride. Garelick. 54
Here Comes the Strikeout. Kessler. 151
Here Is England. Burton. 126
Here Is Your Hobby: Art. Lessin. 28
Hero-Tales from the British Isles. Picard. 41
HERRMANNS. Children of the North Pole. 103
HESS. Easter in November. 55
HEWETT. Harriet and the Cherry Pie. 103
HICKS. Alvin's Secret Code. 9
High Pasture. Harnden. 27
High School Drop Out. Clarke. 115
HILL. Window Tulip. 103
HILTON. Enemy in the Sky. 118
History of Ancient Olympic Games. Poole. 41
HOAG. American Houses. 162
HOBAN. Bread and Jam for Frances. 36
SNothing to Do. 27
. Tom and the Two Handles. 129
HOBERMAN. Not Enough Beds for the Babies. 118
HOBSON. Mystery House. 103
HODDER-WILLIAMS. Main Experiment. 118
HODGES, C. Namesake. 162
. Shakespeare's Theatre. 55
HODGES, M., ad. Wave. 9
HOFF, comp. Africa. 36
HOFFMAN. Pathways to Freedom. 162
HOFSINDE. Indians at Home. 118
HOLBROOK. Goat that Made a Boy Grow Big. 130
HOLDING. Three Wishes of Hu. 104
Holiday. Clewes. 24
HOLISHER. Growing Up in Israel. 56
HOLLAND, M. Casey Jones Rides Vanity. 9
HOLLAND, R. Bad Day. 104
HOLM. Husband for Hannah. 27
HOLMAN. Elisabeth, the Treasure Hunter. 36
Home from Far. Little. 152
Home Is the Sailor. Godden. 86
Home of the Red Man. Silverberg. 32
Hopeful Years. Heck. 75
HORIZON Magazine. Marco Polo's Adventures in
China. 10
. Shakespeare's England. 10
. Universe of Galileo and Newton. 150
. Vikings. 150
Horse Named Summer. Bendick. 125
Hospital Health Services. Roth and Weiner. 123
HOUGHTON. Mystery of the Old Field. 56
House of Secrets. Bawden. 2
House that Guilda Drew. Parker. 60
Houses. Adler. 97
How Art and Music Speak to Us. Spencer. 32
How Books Are Made. Cooke. 24
How Can I Find Out? Bongiorno and Gee. 34
How to Catch a Crocodile. Pack. 122
How to Study. Finkel and Krawitz. 53
HOWARD, E. Verity's Voyage. 75
HOWARD, R. Wagonmen. 10
Howards Go Sledding. Wahl. 138
HUETHER. Glass and Man. 10
HUGGINS. Spend Your Heart. 104
Hugh's Zoo. MacIntyre. 89
HUME. Great Women of Medicine. 75
. King of Song. 118
Humorous Monologues for Teen-Agers. Fontaine.
35
Hurricane Guest. Epstein. 7
Husband for Hannah. Holm. 27
HUTTERER. New Friends in Shepherd's Meadow.
10
HYLANDER. Fishes and their Ways. 163
I Am an American. Burt. 100
I Found a Leaf. Lerner. 164
I Go by Sea, I Go by Land. Travers. 137
I Have a Horse of My Own. Zolotow. 96
I Like Jazz. Myrus. 77
I Love Spring. Lewis. 131
'I Saw You from Afar." Perkins. 153
I Should Have Stayed in Bed! Lexau. 120
IK. Blue in the Seed. 11
I'll Show You Cats. Ylla, illus. and Bonsall. 96
Impatient Jonathan. Smaridge. 20
In the Middle of the Night. Fisher. 128
In Their Own Words. Meltzer, ed. 132
Indian Annie: Kiowa Captive. Marriott. 153
Indians at Home. Hofsinde. 118
INNIS. Wild Swans Fly. 119
Inventions of Leonardo da Vinci. Cooper. 144
INYART. Susan and Martin. 104
IPCAR. Black and White. 56
Ireland. Life Magazine and McCarthy, narr. 88
Is Anybody Hungry? Aldis. 97
Ishi. Kroeber. 38
ISH-KISHOR. Boy of Old Prague. 11
Island in the Mist. MacLeod. 121
Island of Cats. Fremantle. 101
Island Summer. Oterdahl. 90
Islands of the Ocean. Goetz. 148
It Takes All Kinds. Means. 59
It's Nesting Time. Gans. 74
It's Nice to be Little. Stanley. 155
JACKSON, C. Pee Wee Cook of the Midget
League. 11
JACKSON, R. Douglas Saves the Day. 11
Jade Pagoda. Sprague. 93
JAMES. Young Explorer's Washington. 150
JANICE. Little Bear's Christmas. 37
Japanese. Newman. 30
JARES. White House Sportsmen. 120
JARRELL. Gingerbread Rabbit. 12
Jazz Country. Hentoff. 150
JEFFRIES. Against Time! 12
176
Jenny Kimura. Cavanna. 23
JEWETT. Wilderness Treasure. 119
Joanna and Ulysses. Sarton. 42
John Henry. Keats. 163
Johnny and the Tool Chest. Hayes. 162
JOHNSON, A. Grizzly. 37
JOHNSON, C. Castles in the Sand. 163
. We Wonder What Will Walter Be? When
He Grows Up. 130
JOHNSON, E. No Magic, Thank You. 119
JOHNSTON, J. Together in America. 119
JOHNSTON, N. Wider Heart. 12
Joji and the Amanojaku. Lifton. 88
Jon the Unlucky. Coatsworth. 115
Jonathan and the Bank Robbers. Shecter. 109
Josie and the Snow. Buckley. 70
JOSLIN. Baby Elephant's Baby Book. 75
. La Petite Famille. 163
JUDSON. Andrew Carnegie. 105
Jules Verne. Born. 83
JUPO. Walls, Gates, and Avenues. 119
Just Like Abraham Lincoln. Waber. 111
Just Me. Ets. 128
KAHN. Seesaw. 75
Katharine Leslie. Beyer. 3
KATZOFF. Cathy's First School. 37
KAUFMANN. Anvil Chorus. 151
KAY. Secrets of the Dolphin. 12
KEATS. John Henry. 163
. Whistle for Willie. 37
Keefers' Landing. Willis. 112
KELLOGG. Hans and the Winged Horse. 130
. Rod and the Rose. 12
KENT. He Went with Hannibal. 28
KEPES. Five Little Monkey Business. 151
KERMAN, ad. Shakespeare for Young Players from
Tens to Teens. 61
KERR. Louisa. 120
KESSLER. Here Comes the Strikeout. 151
KEY. Forgotten Door. 151
KIDWELL. Angry Earth. 13
King of Song. Hume. 118
Kinuli. Chaplina. 144
Kiss Is for Keeps. Lane. 87
Kitchen People. Wayne. 138
Knights of the Golden Table. Almedingen. 69
Know What? No, What? Baum. 69
KOCH. Up the Big Mountain. 163
KOHN. Everything Has a Shape. 13
. Everything Has a Size. 13
. Scientific Method. 37
KRASILOVSKY. Girl Who Was a Cowboy. 87
KRAWITZ. How to Study. 53
KROEBER. Ishi. 38
KUMIN. Beach Before Breakfast. 13
. Eggs of Things. 38
. More Eggs of Things. 56
KUSKIN. Rose on My Cake. 56
Labor in Action. Paradis. 40
LADD. Meg and Melissa. 120
LA FONTAINE. North Wind and the Sun. 38
LAFFIN. Codes and Ciphers. 105
LAND. Quest of Johannes Kepler, Astronomer. 28
Land and People of Canada. Ross. 92
Land and People of Ghana. Sale. 61
Land and People of Norway. Hall. 36
Land of Right Up and Down. Wuorio. 140
Landslide! Day. 145
LANE. Kiss Is for Keeps. 87
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LAPAGE. Man Against Disease. 130
La Petite Famille. Joslin. 163
Lark. Watson. 94
Last Out. Maule. 29
LATHAM, H., tr. Mother Goose in French. 167
LATHAM, J. Retreat to Glory. 164
LATTIMORE. Felicia. 87
LAUBER. Big Dreams and Small Rockets. 151
. Penguins. 57
Laughter in Our House. Bradbury. 50
LAWRENCE, I. West to Danger. 88
LAWRENCE, J. Barnaby's Bells. 164
LAWRENCE, M. Drums in My Heart. 28
Lawyers and What They Do. Ernst and Schwartz.
146
LEAF. Being an American Can Be Fun. 164
LEAR. ABC. 131
Least Likely One. Gibbs. 74
LEE. Vanilla. 4
LE GALLIENNE, tr. Nightingale. 157
LE GRAND. Amazing Adventures of Archie and the
First Hot Dog. 88
L'ENGLE. Arm of the Starfish. 105
. Twenty-four Days before Christmas. 38
LENT. Pistachio. 38
LEODHAS. Gaelic Ghosts. 105
Leonardo da Vinci. Noble. 153
LERNER. I Found a Leaf. 164
. Self-Portrait in Art. 164
LESSIN. Here Is Your Hobby: Art. 28
Let's Find Out About Safety. Shapp. 136
Let's Get Turtles. Selsam. 135
Letter on the Tree. Carlson. 34
LEVINE. Harrison Loved His Umbrella. 13
LEWIS, C. I Love Spring. 131
LEWIS, M. Halloween Kangaroo. 57
LEWIS, R., ed. Moment of Wonder. 165
LEXAU. I Should Have Stayed in Bed! 120
. Maria. 39
Libraries and You. Shor. 43








. Low Countries. 14
. Plants. 39
Life of a Queen. Portal. 78
Life of Pocahontas. Faber. 7
LIFTON. Joji and the Amanojaku. 88
Light in the Dark. Meltzer. 166
LIGHTNER. Doctor to the Galaxy. 106
. Planet Poachers. 106
LINDGREN. Children on Troublemaker Street. 120
. Christmas in Noisy Village. 58
. Dirk Lives in Holland. 14
LINDOP. Pelorus Jack, Dolphin Pilot. 152
. White House Sportsmen. 120
Lines and Shapes. Russell. 169
Linnets and Valerians. Goudge. 74
Lion I Can Do Without. Spilka. 79
LIONNI. Tico and the Golden Wings. 76
LIPPMAN. Plunkety Plunk. 14
LITTLE. Home from Far. 152
Little Bear's Christmas. Janice. 37
Little Red. Piper. 30
Little Tiger Takes a Trip. Daly. 145
Little Toot on the Thames. Gramatky. 36
Lizzie's Twins. Adelberg. 1
LLOYD. Billy Hunts the Unicorn. 131
Lo Chau of Hong Kong. Cavanna. 23
LOBEL. Giant John. 89
Long Escape. Werstein. 112
Look to this Day! Campion and Stanton. 126
LORD. Mystery Guest at Left End. 165
Loser. Allen. 125
Losing Game. Emery. 116
Lost at the Fair. Sharp. 169
LOTH. Crime Lab. 76
Lotte's Locket. Sorensen. 43
Louisa. Kerr. 120
Love, Bid Me Welcome. Lowrey. 58
Love, or a Season. Stolz. 63
Low Countries. Life Magazine and Rachlis, narr. 14
LOWE. Different Ones. 121
LOWREY. Love, Bid Me Welcome. 58
LUCKHARDT. Good King Wenceslas. 58
LUDOVICI. Great Tree of Life. 58
LUNT. Eileen of Redstone Farm. 152
McCARTHY, A. Worth Fighting For. 106
McCARTHY, J., narr. Ireland. 88
McCAUSLAND. Wilderness Treasure. 119
McCLINTOCK, tr. and ad. Waltz King: Johann
Strauss, Jr. 134
McCREA. Story of Olaf. 14
McCULLERS. Sweet as a Pickle and Clean as a
Pig. 39
McGOVERN. Who Has a Secret? 106
MacINNES, narr. Australia and New Zealand. 105
MacINTYRE. Hugh's Zoo. 89
MacLEOD. Island in the Mist. 121
McNEER. American Indian Story. 28
McNEILL. Giant's Birthday. 165
MACPHERSON. Wonderful Whistle. 165
Made in Thailand. Ayer. 1
MAGEE. One of the Family. 132
Magic Island. Chastain. 84
Magic Knight. Palmer. 91
Magic Stone. Farmer. 53
Magic to Burn. Fritz. 74
MAGILL. Wonderful Things. 132
Main Experiment. Hodder-Williams. 118
MAIZEL. Son of Condor. 89
MALCOLMSON. Taste of Chaucer. 23
MAMOULIAN. Abigayil. 58
Man Against Disease. Lapage. 130
Man Who Hated Sherlock Holmes. Wood. 140
Man with a Sword. Treece. 80
MANDEL. Chi Po and the Sorcerer. 15
Mandragora's Dragon. Elmer. 72
MANN. Sigmund Freud. 152
MANNING-SANDERS. Book of Giants. 15
MANNIX. Outcasts. 166
MANTLE. Tinker's Castle. 59
Maplin Bird. Peyton. 153
Marco Polo's Adventures in China. Horizon Maga-
zine and Rugoff, narr. 10
Maria. Lexau. 39
Marigold and the Dragon. Crump. 5
MARINO. Buzzy Bear in the Garden. 15
MARKS. Painting Free. 166
MARKUN. First Book of Central America and
Panama. 29
MARRIOTT. Indian Annie: Kiowa Captive. 153
MARSH. New Zealand. 107
MARTEL. City Under Ground. 76
MARTIN. Greedy One. 107
. No, No, Rosina. 15
178
Martin Luther King. Clayton. 126
Mary Makes a Cake. Brock. 99
Mary's Camera. Brock. 4
MASON. Stevie. 76
MASSELINK. Danger Islands. 89
Matisse. Selz. 109
MATSUNO. Chie and the Sports Day. 107
MAUERMANN. Spotlight Summer. 29
MAULE. Last Out. 29
MAUROIS. Napoleon. 76
Max and the Truffle Pig. Brown. 22
May I Bring a Friend? De Regniers. 35
Maybe Monsters. Soule. 43
MAYNARD. American Modern Dancers. 107
MAYNE. Day without Wind. 39
. Whistling Rufus. 132
MEADER. Muddy Road to Glory. 29
. Stranger on Big Hickory. 132
Meaning and Wonder of Art. Gettings. 148
MEANS. It Takes All Kinds. 59
Meet the Future. Meyer. 40
Meeting with a Stranger. Bradley. 113
Meg and Melissa. Ladd. 120
Megan. Noble. 133
Melon Patch Mystery. Gag. 86
MELTZER, ed. In Their Own Words. 132
. Light in the Dark. 166
. Tongue of Flame. 166
Men and Discovery. Rothman. 61
MERRIAM. What Can You Do with a Pocket? 40
MERRILL, JAMES. Target Tokyo. 121.
MERRILL, JEAN. Pushcart War. 15
Merry Marcos. Angelo. 49
Mets Will Win the Pennant. Cox. 100
Mexico. Hancock. 117
MEYER. Meet the Future. 40
MIAN. Nip and Tuck War. 59
Mice That Ate Iron. Evans. 25
MIDDLETON. England. 59
MILES. Mississippi Possum. 166
. Pony in the Schoolhouse. 16
Military History of World War II; Vol. 8: Asiatic
Land Battles. Dupuy. 52
MILLER, E. Mousekin's Golden House. 153
MILLER, H. Modern Plays for Special Days. 167
MILLER, K., ed. Five Plays from Shakespeare. 31
MILNE. Because of a Tree. 29
. Crab that Crawled Out of the Past. 121
MINARIK. Winds that Come from Far Away and
other Poems. 77
Mind Your Language! Brown. 69
Miracle for Mexico. Niggli. 17
Mission to the Heart Stars. Blish. 158
Mississippi Possum. Miles. 166
Mitten. Tresselt, ad. 80
Modern Plays for Special Days. Miller. 167
Mohammed. Pike. 41
MOLLOY. Mystery of the Pilgrim Trading Post. 16
Moment of Wonder. Lewis, ed. 165
MONCURE. Flip. 16
MONTGOMERIE, ed. Book of Scottish Nursery
Rhymes. 133
ed. To Read and to Tell. 16
MOORE, narr. Canada. 13
More Eggs of Things. Kumin and Sexton. 56
MORGAN, B. Hand of the King. 17
MORGAN, H. O-Sono and the Magician's Nephew
and the Elephant. 89
MOSKIN. Best Birthday Party. 90
Mother Goose in French. Latham, tr. 167
Mother's Day. Phelan. 168
Mouse Palace. Carpenter. 83
Mousekin's Golden House. Miller. 153
MOWAT. Black Joke. 30
Muddy Road to Glory. Meader. 29
MUNZER. Planning Our Town. 167
MURRAY. Comedy Roundup for Teen-Age Actors.
90
My Bird Is Romeo. Fall. 25
My Cousin, the Arab. Nurenberg. 122
My Friend Charlie. Flora. 73
My Little Cabbage. Purdy. 168
My Village in France. Gidal. 161
My Village in Morocco. Gidal. 74
My World's the Stage. Walden. 80
MYRON. Shadow of the Hawk. 107
MYRUS. I Like Jazz. 77
Mysterious Round Tower. Dowds. 116
Mystery Egg. Bothwell. 142
Mystery Guest at Left End. Lord. 165
Mystery House. Hogson. 103
Mystery in Aries. Allan. 97
Mystery of a Minus Tide. Nelson. 77
Mystery of Hurricane Castle. Nixon. 90
Mystery of Saint-Salgue. Berna. 21
Mystery of the Black Sheep. Weir. 45
Mystery of the Carrowell Necklace. Reid. 154
Mystery of the Hidden Hand. Whitney. 95
Mystery of the Marble Zoo. Clark. 5
Mystery of the Old Field. Houghton. 56
Mystery of the Pilgrim Trading Post. Molloy. 16
Mystery of the Silent Friends. Gottlieb. 86
Mystery on the Fourteenth Floor. Allan. 157
Nacar, the White Deer. Trevino. 44
Namesake. Hodges. 162
Napoleon. Maurois. 76
NASH. Untold Adventures of Santa Claus. 30
NATHAN. Women of Courage. 153
Navy Men and What They Do. Gimpel. 26
NEAL. Your Career in Foreign Service. 133
Negroes Who Helped Build America. Stratton. 170
NELSON. Mystery of a Minus Tide. 77
NESS. Exactly Alike. 17
. Pavo and the Princess. 167
NEUMANN. Very Special Animal. 122
Never Tease a Weasel. Soule. 62
NEVILLE. Berries Goodman. 133
New Friends in Shepherd's Meadow. Hutterer. 10
New Zealand. Marsh. 107
NEWMAN, R. Japanese. 30
NEWMAN, S. About the People Who Run Your City.
17
NEWTON. Seafarers of the Pacific. 122
Nickel-Plated Beauty. Beatty. 21
NIGGLI. Miracle for Mexico. 17
Nightingale. Andersen and Le Gallienne, tr. 157
Night's Nice. Emberley. 25
Nikkos and the Pink Pelican. Tooze. 110
Nip and Tuck War. Mian. 59
NIXON. Mystery of Hurricane Castle. 90
No Boats on Bannermere. Trease. 137
No Head for Soccer. Harkins. 87
No Magic, Thank You. Johnson. 119
No-Name Man of the Mountain. Steele. 110
No, No, Rosina. Martin. 15
No-Sort-of-Animal. Palmer. 17
NOBLE. Leonardo da Vinci. 153
. Megan. 133
Noko of Japan. Cavanna. 70
North Town. Graham. 129
North Wind and the Sun. La Fontaine. 38
Not Enough Beds for the Babies. Hoberman. 118
Nothing to Do. Hoban. 27
NOURSE, narr. Body. 165
Number 5 Hackberry Street. Govan. 55
NURENBERG. My Cousin, the Arab. 122
Nurse Matilda. Brand. 114
O'BRIEN. Dolphins-Sea People. 167
Odyssey of Courage. Wojciechowska. 139
OFFIT. Topsy Turvy. 168
OGILVIE. Ceiling of Amber. 90
OLDS. Christmas-Tree Sam. 40
OLSON. Three Men on Third. 168
Omen of the Birds. Behn. 33
One by Sea. Corbett. 145
One of the Family. Magee. 132
O'NEILL. People I'd Like to Keep. 108
Open Your Eyes. Abisch. 141
OPIE. Family Book of Nursery Rhymes. 60
ORMSBY. Big Banyan Tree. 133
O-Sono and the Magician's Nephew and the Ele-
phant. Morgan. 89
OTERDAHL. Island Summer. 90
Other People's Houses. Segal. 61
Out of Silence into Sound. Burlingame. 4
Outcasts. Mannix. 166
Owls and Answers. Pohlmann. 91
Oxford Book of Poetry for Children. Blishen,
comp. 69
Pablo Casals. Forsee. 161
PACK. How to Catch a Crocodile. 122
PAHLEN. Waltz King: Johann Strauss, Jr. 134
Paint All Kinds of Pictures. Spilka. 44
Painting Free. Marks. 166
PALAZZO. Fireman - Save My Cat! 108
PALMER, H. Why I Built the Boogle House. 108
PALMER, M. Magic Knight. 91
. No-Sort-of-Animal. 17
Pantheon Story of Art for Young People. Ruskin.
108
PARADIS. Labor in Action. 40
PARKER. Boy Who Wasn't Lonely. 122
. House that Guilda Drew. 60
. Perversity of Pipers. 77
. Valley Full of Pipers. 40
Passover. Simon. 155
PATCHETT. Dangerous Assignment. 30
Pathways to Freedom. Hoffman. 162
PATTERSON. Frederick Douglass. 134
Pavo and the Princess. Ness. 167
PEARCE. From Inside Scotland Yard. 135
Peddler's Dream and Other Plays. Reeves. 31
PEDERSEN. Fisherman's Choice. 123
Pee Wee Cook of the Midget League. Jackson. 11
PEEPLES. Blue Boy. 77
PEET. Ella. 18
PEGIS. Best Friends. 60
Pelorus Jack, Dolphin Pilot. Lindop. 152
Penguins. Lauber. 57
Penny in Hawaii. Charlton. 144
People Downstairs and Other City Stories.
Bacmeister. 81
People I'd Like to Keep. O'Neill. 108
PERKINS. "I Saw You from Afar." 153
Perrely Plight. Stephens. 136
PERRY. Raymond and Me That Summer. 78
Perversity of Pipers. Parker. 77
PETRY. Tituba of Salem Village. 78
PEYTON. Maplin Bird. 153
PFEIFFER, narr. Cell. 131
179
PFRAGNER. Eye of History. 41
PHELAN. Mother's Day. 168
PHIPSON. Threat to the Barkers. 108
PICARD. Faun and the Woodcutter's Daughter. 168
. Hero-Tales from the British Isles. 41
PIKE. Mohammed. 41
PILGRIM. Strangers in New York. 91
Pioneer Oceangrapher. Williams and Epstein. 46
PIPER. Little Red. 30
Pistachio. Lent. 38
Place of Her Own. Falk. 72
Planet Poachers. Lightner. 106
Planning Our Town. Munzer. 167
Plants. Life Magazine and Went, narr. 39
Plants, Food and People. Hammond. 87
PLATE. Dinosaur Hunters. 18
Pleasant Fieldmouse. Wahl. 94
Plunkety Plunk. Lippman. 14
Pocketful of Cricket. Caudill. 70
Pocketful of Raisins. Crary. 24
POHLMANN. Owls and Answers. 91
. Summer of the White Reindeer. 154
POLK. Delhi Old and New. 18
POLLAND. Queen's Blessing. 18
Pony in the Schoolhouse. Miles. 16
POOLE. History of Ancient Olympic Games. 41
PORTAL. Life of a Queen. 78
PORTER. Bronze Chrysanthemum. 154
POTTER. Squawky. 78
Preep. Shulman. 92
Presidency. American Heritage Magazine. 33
Pretty House that Found Happiness. Eisenberg. 146
PRICE. Story of Moslem Art. 134
Printers. Fisher. 146
Printing: Tool of Freedom. Dean. 52
Printing Works Like This. Spellman. 62
Professor and the Mysterious Box. Van Gelder. 111
Promise Is a Promise. Cone. 51
Promise of the Rainbow. Fry. 147
PROVENSEN, A. and M., illus. Charge of the Light
Brigade. 79
PUNDT. Zenty. 31
PURDY. My Little Cabbage. 168
Pushcart War. Merrill. 15
Queen's Blessing. Polland. 18
Quest of Johannes Kepler, Astronomer. Land. 28
Question of Harmony. Sprague. 155
QUIGLEY. Today's Game. 169
RACHLIS, narr. Low Countries. 14
RADLAUER. Stein, the Great Retriever. 134
Rain Makes Applesauce. Scheer and Bileck. 92
Raymond and Me That Summer. Perry. 78
Rebellious Orphan. Ware. 65
Red Fox and His Canoe. Benchley. 82
REDDICK. Worth Fighting For. 106
REES. Riddles, Riddles Everywhere. 92
REESE. William Shakespeare. 134
REEVES. Peddler's Dream and Other Plays. 31
. Three Tall Tales. 169
REID. Mystery of the Carrowell Necklace. 154
REINFELD. Biggest Job in the World. 41
Rembrandt and His World. White. 46
RENICK. Big Basketball Prize. 42
. Watch those Red Wheels Roll. 123
Retreat to Glory. Latham. 164
REYNOLDS. Winston Churchill. 42
Ribsy. Cleary. 35
RICE. Finding Out About the Early Russians. 18
Richard Mansfield. Chase. 5
180
Riddles, Riddles Everywhere. Rees. 92
Ride for Jenny. Griffith. 129
Ride the Cold Wind. Surany. 155
Ring. Updike, ad. 80
Ring the Judas Bell. Forman. 160
RIPLEY. Gainsborough. 169
RITER. Edge of Violence. 154
River at her Feet. Sherburne. 124
ROBINSON, H. Spend Your Heart. 104
ROBINSON, J. Breakthrough to the Big League.
135
ROBINSON, R. Greatest World Series Thrillers.
135
. Speed Kings of the Base Paths. 60
Rod and the Rose. Kellogg. 12
Rodger Ward's Guide to Good Driving. Ward and
Yates. 64
ROLLINS. They Showed the Way. 78
Romans. Duggan. 6
Romany Girl. Bothwell. 49
Rome. Samachson. 42
Roofs of Gold. Colum, ed. 159
ROSE. St. George and the Fiery Dragon. 60
Rose, A Bridge, and A Wild Black Horse. Zolotow.
20
Rose on My Cake. Kuskin. 56
Rose Round. Trevor. 93
ROSS. Land and People of Canada. 92
ROTH. Hospital Health Services. 123
ROTHMAN. Men and Discovery. 61
Royal Book of Ballet. Goulden. 161
Rubber. Buehr. 125
RUGOFF, narr. Marco Polo's Adventures in
China. 10
Runaway Robot. Del Rey. 126
RUSH. Castle and the Harp. 135
RUSKIN. Pantheon Story of Art for Young People.
108
RUSSELL. Lines and Shapes. 169
Russian Revolutions. Footman. 54
SACHS. Amy Moves In. 19
St. George and the Fiery Dragon. Rose. 60
St. Nicholas and the Tub. Burland. 50
SALE. Land and People of Ghana. 61
Salty Skinners. De Leeuw. 84
SAMACHSON. Rome. 42
Samantha's Secret Room. Cook. 100
SANCHEZ-SILVA. Boy and the Whale. 19
SANDER. Curious World of Crystals. 109
SANDOZ. Story Catcher. 79
SARTON. Joanna and Ulysses. 42
SASEK. This is Ireland. 123
SAUTER. Crown for Thomas Peters. 36
Savage Summer. Dietz. 6
Save the Khan. Bartos-Hoppner. 2
SCHAEFER. Stubby Pringle's Christmas. 42
SCHATZ. Taiwo and her Twin. 19
SCHEER. Rain Makes Applesauce. 92
SCHICK. Surprise in the Forest. 42
SCHNEIDER. You and Your Cells. 124
SCHWARTZ. Lawyers and What They Do. 146
Scientific Method. Kohn. 37
Scotland in Pictures. Sterling Publishing Co. 32
SCOTT. From Inside Scotland Yard. 135
Sea So Big, Ship So Small. Bendick. 49
Seafarers of the Pacific. Newton. 122
Season of Ponies. Snyder. 20
Secret of the Emerald Star. Whitney. 112
Secrets of the Dolphin. Kay. 12
Secrets of Tutankhamen's Tomb. Cottrell. 71
See Again, Say Again. Frasconi. 117
Seesaw. Kahn. 75
SEGAL. Other People's Houses. 61
Self-Portrait in Art. Lerner. 164
SELSAM. Birth of a Forest. 19
. Let's Get Turtles. 135
SELZ. Matisse. 109
SENJE. Escape! 92
September Island. Fry. 147
SERRAILLIER. Enchanted Island. 31
SEUSS. Fox in Socks. 136
SEVERN. State Makers. 43
SEXTON. Eggs of Things. 38
_ . More Eggs of Things. 56
Shadow of the Hawk. Myron. 107
SHAKESPEARE. Five Plays from Shakespeare. 31
. Shakespeare for Young Players from Tens
to Teens. 61
Shakespeare and His World. Brown. 50
Shakespeare for Young Players from Tens to Teens.
Kerman, ad. 61
Shakespeare's England. Horizon Magazine. 10
Shakespeare's Theatre. Hodges. 55
SHAPP. Let's Find Out About Safety. 136
SHARP. Lost at the Fair. 169
She Wore a Star. Bonnell. 4
SHECTER. Jonathan and the Bank Robbers. 109
SHERBURNE. River at her Feet. 124
SHERMAN, A. Allan Sherman's Hello Mudduh,
Hello Fadduh. 19
. Allan Sherman's I Can't Dance. 92
SHERMAN, D. About the People Who Run Your City.
17
Shoe Bird. Welty. 65
SHOEMAKER. Stars of the Series. 54
SHOR. Libraries and You. 43
Short History of Science. Gregor. 8
SHORTALL. Davey's First Boat. 61
SHULMAN. Preep. 92
Sigmund Freud. Mann. 152
Signpost to Switzerland. Allan. 81
SILVERBERG. Home of the Red Man. 32
. Socrates. 109
SILVERSTEIN. Giraffe and a Half. 62
SIMON. Passover. 155
Singing Cupboard. Faralla. 53
Singing to the World: Marian Anderson. Stevenson.
63
Skinny. Burch. 23
SLOANE. ABC Book of Early Americana. 43
SMARIDGE. Impatient Jonathan. 20
SMITH, F. Sound of Axes. 170
SMITH, I. Washington, D. C. 93
SNYDER. Season of Ponies. 20
. Velvet Room. 136
So Much in a Lifetime. Stern. 124
So What Else Is New? Golden. 54
Soap-box Derby. Weir. 156
Socrates. Silverberg. 109
SODERHJELM. Free Ticket to Adventure. 62
SOMMERFELT. White Bungalow. 32
Son of Condor. Maizel. 89
Soo Ling Finds a Way. Behrens. 113
SORENSEN. Lotte's Locket. 43
SOULE, G. Maybe Monsters. 43
SOULE, J. Never Tease a Weasel. 62
Sound of Axes. Smith. 170
Space Alphabet. Zacks. 140
Speed Kings of the Base Paths. Robinson. 60
SPEEVACK. Spider Plant. 124
Spell Is Cast. Cameron. 70
181
SPELLMAN. Printing Works Like This. 62
SPENCE. Green Laurel. 109
SPENCER. How Art and Music Speak to Us. 32
. Yangtze. 62
Spend Your Heart. Huggins and Robinson. 104
Spider Plant. Speevack. 124
SPILKA. Lion I Can Do Without. 79
. Paint All Kinds of Pictures. 44
SPLAVER. Your Career If You're Not Going to
College. 20
SPOFFORD. Day of the Bear. 110
Spotlight Summer. Mauermann. 29
SPRAGUE, G. Question of Harmony. 155
SPRAGUE, R. Jade Pagoda. 93
Spring Holidays. Epstein. 7
Spring Is Like the Morning. Craig. 126
Spy and General Washington. Wise. 170
Spy in Old Detroit. Emery. 6
Squawky. Potter. 78
STAMM. Dumplings and the Demons. 63
STANLEY. It's Nice to be Little. 155
STANTON. Look to this Day! 126
STAPP. Too Steep for Baseball. 63
Star and the Flame. Weir. 95
Starlight in Tourrone. Butler. 100
Stars of the Series. Gies and Shoemaker. 54
State Makers. Severn. 43
STECK. Dilrer and His World. 93
STEELE. No-Name Man of the Mountain. 110
. Wayah of the Real People. 136
Stein, the Great Retriever. Radlauer. 134
STEPHENS. Perrely Plight. 136
STERLING PUBLISHING CO. Finland in Pic-
tures. 20
. Scotland in Pictures. 32
STERN. So Much in a Lifetime. 124
STEVENSON. Singing to the World: Marian
Anderson. 63
Stevie. Mason. 76
STILES. Strange House at Newburyport. 44
STILLMAN, narr. Balkans. 57
STOCKTON. Bee-Man of Orn. 63
STOLZ. Love, or a Season. 63
Story Catcher. Sandoz. 79
Story of Moslem Art. Price. 134
Story of Olaf. McCrea. 14
Story of Your Glands. Weart. 65
Storyteller's Choice. Colwell, comp. 5
STOUTENBURG. Explorer of the Unconscious:
Sigmund Freud. 155
Strange Disappearance of Mr. Toast. Brent. 125
Strange House at Newburyport. Stiles. 44
Stranger on Big Hickory. Meader. 132
Strangers in New York. Pilgrim. 91
STRATTON. Negroes Who Helped Build America.
170
STREATFEILD. Children on the Top Floor. 137
. Thames. 64
String, Straightedge, and Shadow. Diggins. 159
Stubby Pringle's Christmas. Schaefer. 42
SUGGS. Archaeology of San Francisco. 170
Sumi's Prize. Uchida. 64
Summer of the White Reindeer. Pohlmann. 154
SUMNER. Tammy in Rome. 137
SURANY. Ride the Cold Wind. 155
Surprise in the Forest. Schick. 42
Susan and Martin. Inyart. 104
Sweet as a Pickle and Clean as a Pig. McCullers.
39
SWIFT. Wonderful World of Plants and Flowers.
44
SYME. Alexander Mackenzie. 110
TABRAH. Hawaiian Heart. 79
Taiwo and her Twin. Schatz. 19
Tales of Christmas from Near and Far. Wernecke,
ed. 46
Tammy in Rome. Sumner. 137
Target Tokyo. Merrill. 121
Taste of Chaucer. Malcolmson, ed. 23
1066. Hamilton. 129
TENNYSON. Charge of the Light Brigade. 79
Tent Show. Ball. 82
Terrible Thomas. Hanff. 102
Thames. Streatfeild. 64
THAYER. Andy and the Runaway Horse. 44
. Bunny in the Honeysuckle Patch. 137
They Peopled the Pacific. Day. 115
They Showed the Way. Rollins. 78
This I Cannot Forget. Hall. 149
This is Ireland. Sasek. 123
Threat to the Barkers. Phipson. 108
Three Men on Third. Olson. 168
Three Tall Tales. Reeves. 169
Three Wishes of Hu. Holding. 104
Tico and the Golden Wings. Lionni. 76
Tiger's Tail. Veglahn. 111
Tinker's Castle. Mantle. 59
Tiny Little House. Clymer. 115
Titans of Business. Fanning. 7
Tituba of Salem Village. Petry. 78
To Catch a Spy. Walden. 64
To Read and to Tell. Montgomerie, ed. 16
Toby's Friends. Bannon. 2
Today's Game. Quigley. 169
Together in America. Johnston. 119
Tom and the Two Handles. Hoban. 129
Tongue of Flame. Meltzer. 166
Too Steep for Baseball. Stapp. 63
Tools of the Scientist. Goldstein. 26
TOOZE. Nikkos and the Pink Pelican. 110
Topsy Turvy. Offit. 168
Toughen Up! Giles. 35
Training a Companion Dog. Broderick. 143
TRASK. At the Sign of the Rocking Hose. 79
TRAVERS. I Go by Sea, I Go by Land. 137
TREASE. No Boats on Bannermere. 137
Treasury of Holiday Plays for Teen-Agers. Burack,
ed. 22
TREECE. Burning of Njal. 93
. Man with a Sword. 80
TRESSELT, ad. Mitten. 80
TREVINO. Nacar, the White Deer. 44
TREVOR. Rose Round. 93
Trial Trip. Armstrong. 1
Triple Test for Trudy. Chandler. 71
Triumphant Adventure. Cavannah. 70
Tuchin's Mayan Treasure. Foltz. 25
TUNIS. Colonial Craftsmen and the Beginnings of
American Industry. 138
Turtle and the Dove. Freeman. 8
Twenty-four Days before Christmas. L'Engle. 38
Twenty-Two Bears. Bishop. 3
Two Gold Dolphins. Beresford. 3
Two on an Island. Bradbury. 143
UCHIDA. Sumi's Prize. 64
Under a Changing Moon. Benary-Isbert. 49
Understanding Your Senses. Gilmour. 102
Universe of Galileo and Newton. Horizon Magazine
and Bixby, narr. 150
UNNERSTAD. Ditch Picnic. 110
182
Untold Adventures of Santa Claus. Nash. 30
Up the Big Mountain. Koch. 163
UPDIKE, ad. Ring. 80
Valley Full of Pipers. Parker. 40
VAN GELDER. Professor and the Mysterious Box.
111
Vanilla. Butts and Lee. 4
VASILIU. Year Goes Round. 94
VEGLAHN. Tiger's Tail. 111
Velvet Room. Snyder. 136
Verity's Voyage. Howard. 75
Veronica's Smile. Duvoisin. 101
Very Hot Water-Bottle. Delgado. 52
Very Special Animal. Newmann. 122
Vikings. Horizon Magazine and Donovan, narr. 150
Visa for Avalon. Bryher. 143
VOGEL. Don't Be Scared Book. 111
Volga. Hall. 149
WABER. Just Like Abraham Lincoln. 111
Wagonmen. Howard. 10
WAHL. Hello, Elephant. 111
. Howards Go Sledding. 138
. Pleasant Fieldmouse. 94
WALDEN. My World's the Stage. 80
__ . To Catch a Spy. 64
Walk the World's Rim. Baker. 141
Walls, Gates, and Avenues. Jupo. 119
Wally the Wordworm. Fadiman. 52
WALSH. First Book of the Olympic Games. 45
WALTERS. Destination Mars. 45
Waltz King: Johann Strauss, Jr. Pahlen and
McClintock, tr. and ad. 134
WARD. Rodger Ward's Guide to Good Driving. 64
WARE. Rebellious Orphan. 65
WARNLOF. Fredrika's Children. 65
Washington, D. C. Smith. 93
Watch those Red Wheels Roll. Renick. 123
WATSON. Lark. 94
WATTS. Archaeology. 138
Wave. Hodges, ad. 9
Wayah of the Real People. Steele. 136
WAYNE. Kitchen People. 138
We Wonder What Will Walter Be? When He Grows
Up. Johnson. 130
WEART. Story of Your Glands. 65
WEBB. Will Shakespeare and His America. 94
WEBER. Winds of March. 139
Wee Moose. Bell-Zano. 113
WEIL. Eyes So-o Big. 95
. Happy Ski ABC. 45
WEINER. Hospital Health Services. 123
WEIR. Mystery of the Black Sheep. 45
__ . Soap-box Derby. 156
. Star and the Flame. 95
WELTY. Shoe Bird. 65
WENT, narr. Plants. 39
WERNECKE, ed. Tales of Christmas from Near
and Far. 46
WERSTEIN. Long Escape. 112
West to Danger. Lawrence. 88
What Can You Do with a Pocket? Merriam. 40
What Is a Masterpiece? Willard. 156
What Makes TV Work? Corbett. 145
What's Wrong? What's Wrong? Hamoy. 149
When Mother was a Girl. DeArmand, comp. 101
When Spring Comes. Fox. 85
Whispering Willows. Friermood. 128
Whistle for Willie. Keats. 37
Whistling Rufus. Mayne. 132
WHITE. Rembrandt and His World. 46
White Bungalow. Somerfelt. 32
White Dragon. Garnett. 86
White House Sportsmen. Lindop and Jares. 120
White Land. Briggs. 50
Whitey and Whiskers and Food. Georgiou. 161
WHITNEY. Mystery of the Hidden Hand. 95
. Secret of the Emerald Star. 112
Who Has a Secret? McGovern. 106
Who's in Charge of Lincoln? Fife. 160
Whose Little Red Jacket? Green. 102
Why I Built the Boogle House. Palmer. 108
Why the Mohole. Cromie. 100
Why Wait Till Marriage? Duvall. 127
WIBBERLEY. Dawn in the Trees. 46
Wider Heart. Johnston. 12
WIKLAND. Christmas in Noisy Village. 58
Wild Boy. Fall. 160
Wild Swans Fly. Innis. 119
Wilderness Treasure. Jewett and McCausland. 119
WILDSMITH, illus. North Wind and the Sun. 38
Will Shakespeare and His America. Webb. 94
WILLARD. What Is a Masterpiece? 156
William Henry Jackson. Forsee. 85
William Shakespeare. Reese. 134
WILLIAMS, B. Pioneer Oceangrapher. 46
WILLIAMS, U. Beware of this Animal. 139
WILLIS. Keefer's Landing. 112
WILSON. Fancy and the Cement Patch. 124
. Wish Bottle. 139
Window Tulip. Hill. 103
Winds of March. Weber. 139
Winds that Come from Far Away and other Poems.
Minarik. 77
Winston Churchill. Reynolds. 42
Wisdom to Know. Woody. 46
WISE. Spy and General Washington. 170
Wish Bottle. Wilson. 139
Witch that Wasn't. Clifford. 24
Witch Who Wasn't. Yolen. 47
WOJCIECHOWSKA. Odyssey of Courage. 139
Women of Courage. Nathan. 153
Wonder of Stones. Gans. 26
Wonderful Things. Magill. 132
Wonderful Whistle. Macpherson. 165
Wonderful World of Plants and Flowers. Swift. 44
WOOD, D. Canada. 46
WOOD, J. Man Who Hated Sherlock Holmes. 140
WOODY. Wisdom to Know. 46
WOOLLEY. Cathy's Little Sister. 65
SGinnie and her Juniors. 156
World of Ellen March. Eyerly. 72
Worlds Lost and Found. Eisenberg and Elkins. 127
Worth Fighting For. McCarthy and Reddick. 106
WUORIO. Land of Right Up and Down. 140
Yangtze. Spencer. 62
Yardstick for Jessica. Fiedler. 146
YATES, B. Rodger Ward's Guide to Good Driving.
64
YATES, E. Carolina's Courage. 95
Year Goes Round. Vasiliu. 94
Year of Janie's Diary. Balcombe. 99
Year of the Rat. Zarubica. 112
Yes, A Homestead. Finney. 73
Yesterday's Daughter. Daringer. 84
YLLA, illus. I'll Show You Cats. 96
YOLEN. Witch Who Wasn't. 47
You and Your Cells. Schneider. 124
You Know Who. Ciardi. 71
YOUNG. Bridge. 96
Young Explorer's Washington. James. 150
Your Career If You're Not Going to College.
Splaver. 20
Your Career in Foreign Service. Neal. 133
Your Career in Medicine. Bleich. 82
Yugoslav Mystery. Catherall. 83
183
ZACKS. Space Alphabet. 140
ZARUBICA. Year of the Rat. 112
Zeee. Enright. 127
Zenty. Pundt. 31
ZOLOTOW. I Have a Horse of My Own. 96
. Rose, A Bridge, and A Wild Black Horse.
20



